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United States Court AppealsSeventh Circuit

UNITED PHOSPHORUS LTD an Indian corpora

tion Shrofis United Chemicals Ltd an Indian cor

poration and .JC Miller Associates Incorporated

an Illinois corporation Plaintiffs-Appellants

ANGUS CHEMICAL COMPANY Delaware cor

poration Angus Chemie Gnibfl German corpora

tion the Estate of Freeman Hughes through its rep

resentative Yvonne Hughes Ollie Chandler

Lowell Pals Gary Granzow .13 Gupta and

L.upin Laboratories Ltd. an Indian corporation Dc

fendants-Appellees

No 01-1 693

Argued April 2002

Reargued En Banc Nov 2002
FN

Decided March 10 2003

EN Chief Judge Flaum and Circuit Judge

Williams did not participate in the consider

ation or decision of this case

Chemical manufhcturers based in India and American

firm that was joint venturer of manufacturers sued

American chemical company its officers and its sub

sidiaries for alleged antitrust Violations The United

States District Court for the Northern District of

Illinois Ian Hjgyjn United States Magistrate

.Iudge .131 F.Supp2d 1003 granted defendants mo
tion to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction

under Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act

FTAIA Plaintiffi appealed The en banc Court of

Appeals Terence Evans Circuit Judge held that

as matter of first impression FTAIAs limitation

of Sherman Acts application to conduct affecting do

mestic commerce addressed subject matter jurisdic

tion and district courts factual findings which

were not clearly erroneous supported determination

that FTAIA applied to preclude subject matter juris

diction over plaintiffi antitrust claims

Affirmed

Diane Wood Circuit Judge dissented and filed

separate opinion in which Easterbrook Manion and

liana Diamond Rfiyflgr Circuit Judges joined

West Headnotes

Jfl Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 945

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29 IX Vi Antitrust and Foreign Trade

9ff945 In General Must Cited Cases

Formerly 265k127

To come within scope of Foreign Trade Antitrust Im

provements Act FTAIA which limits application of

Sherman Act conduct must have direct substan

tial and reasonably foreseeable effect on trade or

commerce within the United States rather than just

on foreign commerce Sherman Act as amended

15 U.S.C.A Ga

J.1 Federal Courts 1708 30
7013 Federal Courts

70131 Jurisdiction and Powers in General

7OBlA In General

70Bk29 Objections to Jurisdiction De
termination and Waiver

70Bk30 Power and Duty of Court.

Most Cited Cases

Subject matter jurisdiction is an issue that should be

resolved early but must be considered at any stage of

the litigation

ifi Federal Civil Procedure 170A zzz1832

JJfJA Federal Civil Procedure

7OAX1 Dismissal

70AX103J Involuntary Dismissal

7OAXIB15 Proceedings

7OAkl 1127 Determination

70Akl832 Matters Considered in

GeneraL Most Cited Cases

Federal Civil Procedure 170A 1335

.LIIIA Federal Civil Procedure

70AX1 Dismissal
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70AXIB Involuntary Dismissal

IJJIAXI13j5 Proceedings

70Ak 827 Determination

7OAk 1835 Matters Deemed Ad
mitted Most Cited Cases

If subject matter jurisdiction is not evident on the

face of complaint motion to dismiss is analyzed as

any other motion to dismiss by assuming for pur

poses of motion that allegations in complaint are true

however if complaint is formally sufficient but con

tention is that there is in fact no subject matter juris

diction movant may use affidavits and other material

to support motion EthRniiCiv.PrcRule 2h
28 U.S.CA

141 Federal Courts 1708 Cz34

17013 Federal Courts

7081 Jurisdiction and Powers in General

170111A In General

70Bk29 Objections to Jurisdiction Dc
termination and Waiver

70Bk34 Presumptions and Burden of

Proof Most Cited Cases

The burden of proof on issue raised by motion to dis

miss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction is on the

party asserting jurisdiction Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.Rgi

12tbtfl 28 US.A

jjFederal Civil Procedure 170A tI1831

170A Federal Civil Procedure

7OAXI Dismissal

70AX1B Involuntary Dismissal

12QAXIB5 Proceedings

7ttAklX27 Determination

70Akl 831 Fact Issues Most

Cited Cases

Court deciding motion to dismiss for lack of subject

matter jurisdiction is free to weigh the evidence to

determine whether jurisdiction has been established

Fed.Rules Civ.Pwc.Rule ilflul.28U.S.CA

161 Federal Courts 17013 t870I

708 Federal Courts

708 VIlI Courts of Appeals

17013 V11iK1 Scope Standards and Extent

17013VJJ1i K5 Questions of Fact Verdicts

and Findings

tions

70Bk870 Particular Issues and Ques

l708k870.1 In General Most

Cited Cases

Factual findings rendered in deciding motion to dis

miss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction are re

viewed for clear error EedRules Civ.ProcRule

flI Federal Courts 1708 z242.1

1708 Federal Courts

708111 Federal Question Jurisdiction

708111D Pleading

70Bk242 Sufficiency of Allegations

l70Bk242.l In General Most Cited

Cases

Although frivolous suit alleging violation of federal

statute arises under federal law subject matter jur

isdiction over it is lacking because the suit is frivol

ous 28 U.S.C.A 1331

thi Federal Courts 1708 1I
7013 Federal Courts

Jurisdiction and Powers in General

iJfJfiAI In General

7OBkl Judicial Power of United States

Power of Congress

17013k 11 In General Most Cited

Cases

Congress has the power to limit the jurisdiction of the

federal courts

JJ Federal Courts 1708 znA

7013 Federal Courts

7081 Jurisdiction and Powers in General

JJIIWKA_ In General

1708k1 Judicial Power of United States

Power of Congress

Cases

l7OBkl.l In General Most Cited

Federal Courts 1708

7013 Federal Courts

170131 Jurisdiction and Powers in General
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Source

70B1A In General

70Bk3 Jurisdiction in General Nature and

7OBkS Ic Limited Jurisdiction Depend

ent on Constitution or Statutes Mosi Cited Qg
Every federal court other than the Supreme Court

derives its jurisdiction from Congress which within

constitutional bounds may withhold or restrict juris

diction

LULL Statutes 361 Cz212.7

29J Statutes

361 VI Construction and Operation

361 VlA General Rules of Construction

36 11212 Presumptions to Aid Construction

361k2l2.7 Other Matters Most Cited

Cases

Court must presume that Congress expects statutes to

be read to conform with Supreme Court precedent

JjjJ Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T D945

221 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVI Antitrust and Foreign Trade

29Tk945 In GeneraL Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k 127
Provision of Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements

Act FTAIA limiting Sherman Acts application to

conduct with direct substantial and reasonably fore

seeable effect on domestic commerce addressed

courts subject niatter jurisdiction over antitrust

claims and was not simply element of claims Sher

man Act as amended l5USrAJ.a

JflJ Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 969

j9j Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

22IXVIIB Actions

29Tk969 k. Jurisdiction and Venue Mt
Cited Cases

Formerly 265k283

Factual findings that chemical manufacturers based

in India and American firm that was joint venturer of

manufacturers would have made few if any United

States sales of 2-Amino-l Butanol AB were not

clearly erroneous and thus supported determination

that pursuant to Foreign Trade Antitrust Improve

ments Act FIAIA which restricted Sherman Act

claims to those based on conduct substantially affect

ing domestic commerce subject matter jurisdiction

did not exist over antitrust claims asserted by manu

fàcturers and firm against American chemical coni

pany and related entities based on prior litigation in

which company sought to enjoin former employee

from misappropriating trade secrets regarding manu

facture of AB and 1-Nitro-Propane 1-NP used to

make AB. Sherman Act as amended 15

U.S.C.A 6a

944 Peter Katsaros.Baum Sigman Auerbach

Pierson Neuman Chicago IL Frederick Rhine

Argued Gessler Hughes Socol Piers Resnick

Dym Chicago IL for Plaintiffs-Appellants

Stephen Shapiro Mark McLau.gilin Argued

Mayer Brown Rowe Maw Chicago IL Banie

Breicha Baker McKenzie Chicago IL for De

fendants-Appellees

Before POSNER COFFEY EASTERBROOK

RIPPLE MANIQN KANNE ROVNER DIANE

WQPD and EVANS Circuit Judges

TERENCE EVANS Circuit JudgeS

Today for the first time in this court we encounter

the Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act

U.S.C tL6ii FTAIA j.9 amendment to the Slier-

man Act which affects its reach in foreign com

merce The primary issue involves whether the relev

ant provision oIFTAIA is jurisdictional or whether it

states an additional element of Sherman Act claim

This in turn affects how court deals with it and in

this case what the outcome will be

PIaintiff United Phosphorus and Shroffs United

Chemicals are chemical manufacturers based in In

dia .I.C. Miller Associates is an American firm

which was involved in joint venture with the Indian

plaintiffs The defendants are Angus Chemical and its

officers Angus Chemie GmbH and L.upin Laborat

ories-American companies or subsidiaries of Americ

an companies which we will refer to collectively as

Angus The complaint alleges that Angus attempted

to monopolize did monopolize and conspired to

monopolize the market for certain chemicals in viol

ation of of the Sherman Act

02006 Thomson/West No Claim to Orig U.S Govt Works
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The issue of the courts subject matter jurisdiction

was first raised soon after the case was filed in 1994

Angus jjgj2hl motion was denied Then after

considerable discovery 24 depositions and 8000

pages of exhibits Angus flied renewed motions to

dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction and for

summary judgment in 2000 Angus contended that

the court lacked subject matter jurisdiction under

FTAIA which as relevant here limits application of

the Sherman Act 945 to conduct with direct sub

stantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on do

mestic commerce After thorough analysis of the

facts Magistrate Judge Ian I-I L.evin sitting by con

sent agreed with Angus and granted its motion to

dismiss United Eho.cplrnrns Lid Antc Chem

Co 131 ESupp.2d 1003 N.D.1ll2001

Briefly to the facts In their original 1994 complaint

the plaintiffs alleged that India had the greatest in

cidence of tuberculosis in the world That allegation

is consistent with report from the Centers for Dis

ease Control dated March 22 2002 which says that

every year approximately million people in India

develop tuberculosis accounting for 25 percent of the

worlds new cases The parties tell us that

Ethambutol is primary pharmaceutical for the

treatment of the disease rhe chemicals involved in

its production are the subject of this lawsuit

2-Amino-l Butanol ABis the key ingredient of Eth

ambutot and -Nitro-Propane -NP is the raw ma
terial from which AR is made To make Ethambutol

defendant Lupin uses AR which it buys from defend

ant Chemie currently the worlds only manufacturer

of AR Chemie is German subsidiary wholly

owned by defendant Angus The AB is manufactured

in Germany Angus manufactures I-NP at plant in

Louisiana and is the worlds only manufacturer of

I-NP

This lawsuit stems from prior trade-secret litigation

involving several of the parties In the early 1990s

the Indian plaintiffs decided to acquire the techno

logy for making AR and 1-NP They went to Dr

John Miller owner ofJC Miller Associates who

also had been the vice-president of research and de

velopment at Angus and supervised Angus efforts to

improve its AR processes When Angus learned what

was going on it sued Miller and the Indian entities

who are the plaintiffs here in an Illinois state court

seeking to enjoin Miller from misappropriating its

trade secrets Two years later when Angus was faced

with discovery order which would have required it

to disclose the details of the technology Angus vol

untarily dismissed the lawsuit

The defendants in that case then filed this suitS As

plaintiffs here they claim that but for the Illinois ac

tion they would have sold AR for profit They accuse

Angus et al of using anticompetitive means-the law

suit-to thwart their plans

flJ As we said the case was dismissed for lack of

subject matter jurisdiction under FTAIA which

amends the Sherman Act stating

This Act shall not apply to conduct involving trade or

commerce other than import trade or import com

merce with foreign nations unless

such conduct has direct substantial and reason

ably foreseeable effect-

oo trade or commerce which is not trade or com

merce with foreign nations or on import trade or mi-

port commerce with foreign nations or

on export trade or export commerce with foreign

nations of person engaged in such trade or com

merce in the United States and

such effect gives rise to claim under the provi

sions of this Act other than this section

If this Act applies to such conduct only because of

the operation of paragraph lBthen this Act shall

apply to such conduct only for injury to export busi

ness in the United States

What is relevant here is that the conduct must have

direct substantial and reasonably946 foreseeable

effect on trade or commerce within the United

States rather than just on foreign commerce

12113114i151 If the requirement for substantial ef

fect on commerce in the United States goes to the

courts subject matter jurisdiction the case is ana

lyzed under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 2bl

which provides for dismissal of an action for lack of

subject matter jurisdiction Subject matter jurisdiction

is as we know an issue that should be resolved early

but must be considered at any stage of the litigation

02006 Thomson/West No Claim to Orig Govt Works
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If subject matter jurisdiction is not evident on the

face of the complaint the motion to dismiss pursuant

to Rule l2t1 would be analyzed as any other mo
tion to dismiss by assuming for purposes of the mo
tion that the allegations in the complaint are true

However as here if the complaint is formally suffi

cient but the contention is that there is in fact no sub

ject matter jurisdiction the movant may use afti

davits and other material to support the motion The

burden of proof on 2b issue is on the party as

serting jurisdiction Martansen First Fed Sei

Loan Assn 549 F.2d 884 13d Cir 1977 And the

court is free to weigh the evidence to determine

whether jurisdiction has been established Qipilol

Leasing Co ED/C 999 F.2d 188 7th Cir.1993

Fileteclr 5.4 France Telecom .Lj 57 F.3d 922

L2jir 998 qipgtG-ort Intl Oriental Rr Irw

porerc .4ssn 227 F3d 62 3rd CiL 2000 Factual

findings rendered during this process are reviewed

for clear error Rpjrd Rand Corp Ancel 58 F.3d

1215 7th Cit 1995 Krnrnan ChrLvties Intl PLC

284 F.3d 384 2d Cir.2002

On the other hand if the requirement for substantial

effect on commerce is an element of the claim

then the motion would be properly treated under Rule

56 summary judgment standards Summary judgment

on the merits can be granted if construing the thcts

against the moving party there is no genuine issue of

material fact and that party is entitled to judgment as

matter of law In short at this stage of the litigation

that is when the court is considering motion-the

analysis differs if the issue is one of jurisdiction or an

issue on the merits We think it is fair to say that in

this case the procedure employed will dictate the res

ult The appellants have made little effort to demon

strate that the district courts findings of fact are

clearly erroneous They claim however that what we

have here should be viewed as motion for summary

judgment on the merits Under the summary judg

ment standard with the facts construed in their favor

they contend that the defendants motion should have

been denied The defendants of course contend that

they should win under either standard proposition

on which we need pass no judgment

Over the years the difficult issue of limiting the ex

traterritorial reach of the United States laws in inter-

national trade and international relations has received

good deal of attention Despite the fact that using

language borrowed from the Foreign Commerce

Clause of the Constitution the Sherman Act itself

prohibits agreements restraining trade or commerce

with foreign nations there has long been concern

about overreaching under our antitrust laws As far

back as .4nerican Banana Ca United Fsnit Co
213 U.S 347J9 S.Ct 511 53 LEd 82..6_ft909J

Justice Holmes said that the almost universal rule is

that the character of an act as lawful or unlawful

must be determined wholly by the law of the country

where the act is done American Banana strict ter

ritorial test was moderated if not rejected in United

States Almnmtnn Co ofAmerica 148 .2d lfjj

Cir 19451 Judge Learned Hand was 947 writing for

the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit sitting

pursuant to IS U.S.C 29 which at the time author

ized the designation of court of appeals as court of

last resort for certain antitrust cases The issue was

whether Congress intended to impose liability for

conduct outside the United States and whether the

Constitution permitted it to do so The court recog

nized that it should not read the words of Congress

without regard to the limitations customarily ob

served by nations upon the exercise of their powers

At 443 Creating what became known as the effects

test the court concluded that the Sherman Act must

be limited to acts which were intended to affect

US imports and did affect them Rejected was the

notion that Congress intended to punish nil whom its

courts can catch for conduct which has no con

sequences within the United States At 443 The Su

preme Court subsequently approved the effects test

See Continental Ore Co Union carbide Car-boir

corp. 370 U.S 690 82.i4.4ftj.E.2dilfl

Then FTAIA was enacted in 1982 There is some de

bate over the extent to which the Act simply codifies

the general understanding of when American anti

trust law should be concerned about restraints abroad

See IA Phillip Areeda Herbert Flovenkamp

Antitrnst Ian 11
272 2d ed 2000 In HartThrd Fire

Insurance California 509 U.S 764 113 S.Ct

2891.125 L.Ed.2d 612 19J the Court declined to

decide whether FTAIA was codification of prior

2006 ThomsonlWest No Claim to Orig U.S Govt Works
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law but concluded that an agreement among foreign

reinsurers and domestic insurers under which the

foreign reinsurers would refuse to cover certain

American domestic insurance policies met the ef

fects test.

It is in Hartford however that .Justice Scalia in dis

sent sets out the view that FTAIA does not go to

subject matter jurisdiction at alt He perceived two

distinct questions whether the district court had juris

diction and whether the Sherman Act reaches the ex

traterritorial conduct alleged. His conclusion was that

the district court had subject-matter jurisdiction

simply because the Sherman Act claim was not

frivolous and 28 U.S.C. il33l gives the district

court jurisdiction over cases arising under federal

statutes. The second question lie said has nothing

to do with the jurisdiction of the courts. It is ques

tion of substantive law turning on regulatory power

over the challenged conduct. At 813 113 S.Ct.

2.B.91.. If the plaintiff were to fail to prevail on this

question the case would be dismissed not for lack of

subject matter jurisdiction but rather on the merits

because the plaintiff had fiuled to state cause of ac

tion. Justice Scalia explained that what is involved is

legislative jurisdiction or jurisdiction to pre

scribe which refers to the authority of Congress to

enact the law in the first place The Sherman Act

tracking as it does the Commerce Clause is well

within legislative jurisdiction. Nevertheless prin

ciples of international coniity dictate how statute

will be interpreted Though it clearly has constitu

tional authority to do so Congress is generally pre

sumed not to have exceeded those customary interna

tional-law limits on jurisdiction to prescribe. At 815

113 S.Ct. 2891.

The majority in Hartford carries out the debate with

Justice Scalia in footnotes. As to Justice Scalias con

tention that what is involved in the case is prescript

ive as opposed to subject-matter jurisdiction Justice

Souter says that the parties for good reason do not

question prescriptive jurisdiction He then quotes

commentators who say
that the Sherman Act is

prime exampl of the simultaneous exercise of

prescriptive jurisdiction and grant of subject matter

jurisdiction. At 796 n. 22 113 S.C..L.282.I. In ex

plaining the role of comity948 Justice Souter says

that comity comes into play if at all only after

court has determined that the acts complained of are

subject to Sherman Act jurisdiction. At 797 n. 24

113 S.Ct. 2891. Principles of international comity did

not prevent the exercise of jurisdiction in that case.

One could argue that in Hartford it is not entirely

clear what the phrase Sherman Act jurisdiction

means. After all Jurisdiction is word of many too

many meanings fin/ted Slates Vanne.ry. 85 F.3d

661. 663. n. D.CCir.1996 quoted in Steel Co. v.

Citizens for Better Eniirnnnent 523 U.S. 83. 118

S.Ct. 1Q03. 140 L.Ed.2d 210 1998. But it seems

reasonable to conclude especially in light of the foot

notes that what the Hartford Court refers to is the

courts subject-matter jurisdiction for Sherman Act

claims.

That reading receives some support in domestic Slier-

man Act cases which do not implicate FTAIA but

may shed some light by analogy. MeLain v. Peal E.c

tate Board Wew 0/eons Jnc.444 U.S. 232. 100

t. 502 62 L.Ed.2d 441 j9$Qj was private anti

trust action alleging that real estate brokers in New

Orleans engaged in price-fixing conspiracy. The is

sue before the Court was whether the Sherman Act

extended to such conspiracy. The procedural his

tory shows that the district court had dismissed the

case under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 2Lhf6.

for thilure to state claim. The Court of Appeals for

the Fifth Circuit said that the appropriate designation

of the dismissal was for lack of subject-matter juris

diction under Rule.jf but nevertheless af

firmed. The Supreme Court disagreed with the court

of appeals on what is required for jurisdiction to exist

but implicitly agreed that the case presented an issue

ofjurisdiction. The Court said

To establish the jurisdictional element of Shernian

Act violation it would be sufficient for petitioners to

demonstrate substantial effect on interstate com

merce generated by respondents brokerage activity.

At 242 100 S.Ct. 502 The Court also said that des

pite the breadth of Sherman Act prohibitions juris

diction may not be invoked under that statute unless

the relevant aspect of interstate commerce is identi

fied
..

At 242 100 S.Ct. 502.

2006 Thomson/West. No Claim to Orig. Govt Works.
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More recently in Summit Health Ltd Pinlias 500

U.S 322 SEt 1842 114 LEd.2d 366 ft99fl

the Court considered

whether the interstate commerce requirement of anti

trust jurisdiction is satisfied by allegations that peti

tioners conspired to exclude respondent duly li

censed and practicing physician and surgeon from

the market for ophthalmological services in Los

Angeles because he refused to follow an unnecessar

ily costly surgical procedure added

The Court again had trouble agreeing on the precise

answer to that question as its 5-4 split shows but

said that the conspiracy at issue has sufficient nex

us with interstate commerce to support federal juris

diction At 333 100 S.CL 502

The Sherman Act and its FTAIA amendments are not

the only statutes which present the dilemma regard

ing whether statutory requirement is an element of

claim or niatter of subject-matter jurisdiction In

Gwaltnev liesapeake Rqi...Foundation 484 U.S

49 108 S.Ct 376 98 L4d3j6flft8fl the Court

detennined that for subject-matter jurisdiction to ex

ist under the Clean Water Act 33U.S.C.Lj25l et

seq plaintiff need only make good-faith allega

tiopi of continuous or intermittent violation of the

Act Justice Scalia dissented this time not because all

the subject-matter jurisdiction court needs is

provided under 1331 949 but rather because

subject-matter jurisdiction can be called into ques

tion either by challenging the sufficiency of the alleg

ation or by challenging the accuracy of the jurisdic

tional facts alleged At 68 108 SQ 376

in the original little over 10 years later in Steel

Company the Court considered the Emergency Plan

ning and Community Right-To-Know Act EPCRA
42 Li ti_I 046 11JJ Justice Scalia writing for

the Court and Justice Stevens joined in part by

Justices Souter and Ginsburg concurring in the judg

ment debated among other things whether provi

sion of EPCRA was jurisdictional or an element of

the claim Looking to Gwaltnej Justice Stevens

thought it was jurisdictional Justice Scalia dismissed

Gwaltncy as drive by jurisdictional ruling In the

Title VII context we have determined that the re

quirement that the definition of employer as per

son who has fifteen or more employees was an

element of the claim not matter of the subject mat

ter jurisdiction of the court The plaintiff had presen

ted non-frivolous claim under federal law no

more is necessary for subject-niatter jurisdiction

Shame .Jejjerson Disirth Ca 148 F.3d 676 677

7th Cir.l.99$i The jurisdiction-

versus-element-of-the-claim debate seems alive and

well

Turning back to FTAIA we note that commentators

tend to discuss FTAIA in terms of jurisdiction See

Areeda I-I Flovenkanip ifi 273 Herbert

Hovenkamp Federal Antitrust Policy 21 2d

ed Referring directly to subject-matter jurisdiction

the ABA Section of Antitrust Law Antitrust Law Dc

velopments 5th ed.2002 at 1121 states that to es

tablish subject matier jurisdiction under the FTAIA

plaintiff must also show that such effecti.e the

direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable anti-

competitive domestic effect-gives rise to Shennan

Act claim In addition the Department of Justice

and the Federal Trade Commission both consider the

statute jurisdictional Regarding jurisdiction over

conduct involving foreign commerce the guidelines

for the agencies state jurisdictional limits of

the Sherman Act and the FTC Act are delineated in

the FTA1A Antitrust Uqjhirness Deception

Policies end Guidelines reprinted in Trade Reg

Rep CCFI 13.107 The ABA explains that with

respect to subject matter jurisdiction the Interna

jolla Antitrust Guidelines state that anticompetitive

conduct that affects U.S domestic or foreign com

merce may violate the U.S antitrust laws regardless

of where such conduct occurs or the nationality of the

parties involved Antitrust Law Developments at

1120

As we have said this is our first foray into ETAJA

We have however considered the reach of the Sher

man Act into fbreign commerce prior to the enact

ment of FTAIA In In re Uraniun Antitrust Lida

Han 617 F.2d 1248 7th CirI980 we considered is

sues raised by the governments of Australia Canada

South Africa and Great Britain as to whether the dis

trict court could proceed in case brought by West

inghouse Electric Corporation alleging antitrust viol

ations against 26 foreign and domestic uranium pro

ducers For our purposes we need not delve into the
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weighty issues of that case beyond noting that we

said at 1253

We view the jurisdictional issue as two-pronged

does subject matter jurisdiction exist and if so

should it be exercised

However we also determined in United States

Martin 147 F.3d 529 7th CirJ99$j criminal case

involving the federal bombingt statute IX U.S.C

84411 that the requirement that the bombing have an

effect on interstate commerce is not matter of the

courts jurisdiction over the crime or the defendant

but rather an element950 of the crime Relying on

United States Lope 514 U.S 549 115 S.Ct 1624

131 L.Ed.2d 626 19951 Martin wanted to set aside

his guilty plea because he said it did not waive juris

dictional defenses and the requirement for an effect

on interstate commerce is jurisdictional We rejected

that claim saying that although the requirement is of

ten referred to as jurisdictional it is simply one of

the essential elements of j...84411t It is we said

simply shorthand sense that without that nexus

there can be no federal crime At 532 115 S.CL

.LæZ4 As we learned in Lope the nexus to the Coin

merce Clause is of considerable importance as mat

ter of legislative jurisdiction when Congress seeks to

federalize street crimes-crimes which are otherwise

the province of the states in those instances it seems

to us the requirement for interstate commerce is

hook on which the crime hangs Once Congress has

made the proper findings that say certain crime

implicates interstate commerce in some way proof of

the interstate commerce requirement has at least tra

ditionaHy been rather perfunctory Criminal statutes

of this type are fhr less than compelling analogies to

FTAIA

L7J We see the purity of an argument that 28 U.SCA

fl3.l provides federal question jurisdiction for cases

arising under the Constitution laws or treaties of

the United States so that without more the federal

courts have jurisdiction over Sherman Act claims It

would follow then that any requirement for an effect

on interstate commerce must be an element of the

claim We know however that nothing is quite that

simple For instance frivolous suit which charges

violation of federal statute arises under federal

law Yet because the suit is frivolous subject matter

jurisdiction over it is lacking lie Tipixi 327 U.S

678 682-83 66 S.Ct 773 90 L.Ed 939 1946

suit may sometimes be dismissed for want of juris

diction where the alleged claim under the Constitu

tion or federal statutes clearly appears to be immater

ial and made solely for the purpose of obtaining juris

diction or where such claim is wholly insubstantial

and frivolous See also çrawltl Cutler Co

United States 849 F.2d 273 .7th Cir 98j On the

other hand it is also true that sometimes reference

to jurisdiction in statutes is merely as we said in

Martin shorthand way of referring to an element of

the claim Such references are way of referring to

that part of statute which sets out the basis for legis

lative jurisdiction

But with reference to FTAIA the argument that the

statute sets out an element of the claim or basis for

legislative jurisdiction has not gained approval Even

after the decision in Steel Company the EPCRA case

decided in 1998 courts of appeals continue to treat

FTAIA as jurisdictional Whatever their differences

in interpretation of the Act or the effect it has on prior

judge-made law all have treated the issue as one of

subject matter jurisdiction See Krnnian review of

the district courts dismissal for lack of subject matter

jurisdiction under FTAIA Den Nr.mvke Stat.c Oliesel

skap .4s HeereMac V11f 241 F.3d 42QJ.Sth

Cir.2_.ftftfl cert denied sub ironz Statail ASA

HeereMac voL 534 U. LW 122 S.Ct 1059 151

L.Ed.2d 967 t2002 finding that the district court

properly dismissed antitrust claim for lack of subject

matter jurisdiction under ETAIA Carpet Group

finding that FTAIA did not divest the court of sub

ject matter jurisdiction on the claims presented

Filetech 54 finding that the district court should

have looked to the factual matters presented to it re

garding whether subject matter jurisdiction existed

under FTAJA 9SlCa.ihhean Broad Sps Ltd

Cable lfireles.t PLC 148 F.3d 1080

fftcCir 19981 stating that court has subject matter

jurisdiction only to the extent that the complaint al

leges that the challenged conduct has direct sub

stantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on do

mestic commerce under ETAIA The latter court has

revisited the issue recently to define the

jurisdictional reach of the federal antitrust laws
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Page

Elnpafran Sit fin ffman-Lofloc/te.J.td 315

F.3d 338 O.C.Cir.20031 The argument was whether

Den Norske or Krunan set out the proper view of

FTAIAs jurisdictional reach The court rejected both

approaches saying that its view of the statute falls

somewhere between the views of the Fifth and

Second Circuits Holding that where the

anticompetitive conduct has the requisite harm on

United States commerce FTAIA permits suits by for

eign plaintifTh who are injured solely by that con

ducts effect on foreign commerce the court found

that subject matter jurisdiction is proper in the case

before it We simply cannot dismiss these cases as

drive-by jurisdictional rulings

In Hartford as well it is not likely that references to

jurisdiction are really references to legislative rather

than subject-matter jurisdiction Justice Souter made

it clear that he disagreed with Justice Scalias conten

tion that under FTAIA what is at issue is legislative

jurisdiction To reiterate he said

JUSTICE SCALIA believes that what is at issue in

this litigation is prescriptive as opposed to subject-

matter jurisdiction The parties 10 not question

prescriptive jurisdiction however and for good reas

on it is well established that Congress has exercised

such jurisdiction under the Sherman Act See Born

Westin international Civil Litigation in United

States Courts 542 2d ed 1992 Sherman Act is

prime exampl of the simultaneous exercise of

prescriptive jurisdiction and grant of subject matter

jurisdiction

133121 So while it might seem desirable to have no

messy extra jurisdictional requirements under some

acts of Congress but not others that is not how our

system necessarily works There is no question that

Congress has the power to limit the jurisdiction of the

federal courts Lanfv E.G Skinner Co 303 U.S

323.58 S.Ct 578 82 LEd 872 1938 Every federal

court other than the Supreme Court derives its juris

diction from Congress which within constitutional

bounds may withhold or restrict jurisdiction K/ine

Bwke Cons Go 260 U.S 226 43 S.Ct 79 67

LEd 226 _Li.92i1 The Court has visited the

jurisdiction stripping issue recently in the context

of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 in which it

considered whether federal courts have jurisdiction

over carriers claim that an order of state utility

commission violated Ideral law The Court declined

to consider whether 42_LLS.C 251.1g conferred jur

isdiction it at least does not divest the district courts

of their authority under 28 U.S.C 1331 Verizon

Md Inc Pu//ic Serv Conrmn of Aid. 535 U.S

635 122 S.Ct l753U758 152 L.Ed.2d 871 120021

What is left unspoken is that Congress could divest

the courts of jurisdiction if it chose to

1121 As we have said the legislative history shows

that jurisdiction stripping is what Congress had in

mind in enacting FTAIA The statute was enacted

against backdrop of almost 60 years of precedent

which characterized the application of the Sherman

Act to the conduct of fbreign markets as matter of

subject matter jurisdiction We must presume that

Congress expects statutes to be read to conform with

Supreme Court precedent Porter Nrzss/e...534 U.S

51L 122 5.0 983 152 L.Ed.2d 12 2002_I Also as

we 952 have said the courts of appeals had applied

the pre-FTAIA effects test as limit on subject mat
FNI

ter jurisdictioc Nothing in FTAIA hints that

Congress intended to dramatically change this ap

proach In fact the legislative history indicates other

wise The House Report says that satisfying FTAIA

would be the predicate for antitrust jurisdiction It

also says bill only establishes the standards

necessary for assertion of United States Antitrust jur

isdiction The substantive antitrust issues on the mer

its of the plaintiffs claim would remain unchanged

fl.R.Rep No 97-686 at 111982 U.S Code Cong

Admin News at 2487 2496 Perhaps that is why

after FTAIA court.s have continued to treat the issue

as one of subject matter jurisdiction

LNJ.. The dissent suggests incorrectly we

think that our decision will move govern

ment prosecutors to avoid the Seventh Cir

cuit when investigating criminal violations

of the Sherman Act We dont think so But

we add that if the dissent is correct the gov

ernment will not only have to avoid the Sev

enth Circuit but also all the other circuits

that say as we do here that the requirement

of an effect on U.S commerce relates to

subject matter .jurisdiction Finally we fail

to see the harm to Sherman Act criminal
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prosecutions that concerns the dissent lithe

government cant prove to judge minim

um requirement that activity alleged to be in

violation of U.S criminal law had an effect

on U.S commerce it shouldnt be bringing

Sherman Act case in the first place

There are good policy reasons for the prevailing

approach The extraterritorial scope of our antitrust

laws touches our relations with fOreign governments

and so it seems it is prudent to tread softly in this

area 1iFTAIA sets out an issue on the merits resolu

tion of the issue could be delayed until late in the

case and the potential for lawsuit to have an effect

on foreign markets would exist while the case re

mained pending In contrast if this important issue

goes to subject matter jurisdiction it can be resolved

early in the litigation If missed early on it can be re

solved whenever it becomes clear that the alleged an

ticompetitive activity does not have substantial ci

fct on United States commerce If the parties do not

raise the issue judge has an obligation to raise it

Treating the matter as one of subject matter jurisdic

tion reduces the potential for offending the economic

policies of other nations fn short FTAIA limits the

power of the United States courts and private

plaintiffs from nosing about where they do not be

long. And the power of the courts is precisely what

subject matter jurisdiction is about For all of these

reasons we find that the district court properly

treated the issue as one of subject matter jurisdiction

That being the case we must determine whether

the courts findings oi fhct are clearly erroneous In

its analysis the court examined thousands of pages of

evidentiary materials which formed the basis for its

findings of fact The court found that there was virtu

ally no evidence that the plaintifi would have made

any sales in the United States They set out to pro

duce tuberculosis drug for India Experts say that

the main application for AB is to produce Ethambut

ol which is primarily used in India The L.ederle divi

sion of American Home Products was at the relevant

time the only company in the world that had FDA ap

proval to sell Ethambutol in the United States

Lederle imported Ethambutol into the United States

from Italy using product that it buys in India In

fact it

appears
that the very small amount of AB sold

in the United States was used as an ingredient in

product for making rocket motors not drugs 3M

used very small amount for this purpose purchas

ing less than 0.4 percent of the worlds AB produc

tion-or 953 525000 in total volume. But 3M never

conducted formal bidding for this small purchase and

shows no signs of changing its supplier

Other than saying that there is ample evidence to

support plaintiffs allegations plaintiffs do not tell

us how the courts findings are clearly erroneous

True the plaintiffs outline the evidence reflecting

their plans to manufacture the products for sale in the

United States And in fact it may be that there was

evidence to support that position But the district

court is allowed on this motion to weigh the facts

and when it did it fOund that plaintiffs

had no actual plans to sell AB in this country and that

there would have been no significant AB sales oppor

tunities for Plaintifth in this country even if they had

tried to sell AB here For instance Miller testified

that he had no conversation with any potential cus

tomers for AB in the United States Miller Dep 413

Moreover Shroff testified that he and his marketing

man spoke with ten to twelve potential AB custom

ers all of which were located in India Shroff Dep

144-45 161-62

At 1012 Plaintiffs own liability expert testified that

AB sales in the United States would be less than

substantial Similar findings were made regarding

the other chemicals involved The plaintiffs do not

point out how these findings were clearly erroneous

and our review leads us to conclude that they were

not With the dismissal of the federal claims the dis

missal of pendent state-law claims was also
proper

Accordingly the judgment of the district court is Af

firmed

DIANE WQQQ Circuit Judge dissenting with

whom Circuit Judges EASTERBROOK MAN1ON
and ILANA DIAQifljQfl join

In straightforward language the Foreign Trade Anti

trust Improvements Act of 1982 FTAIA 15 USC
..6a says that the Sherman Act shall not apply to

conduct involving foreign trade or commerce unless

that conduct has direct substantial and reasonably

foreseeable effect on either U.S domestic com
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merce U.S. import commerce or for US exporters

only on S. export commerce. The question before

us today which not only reaches this court as an is

sue of first impression but which has also never been

analyzed thoroughly by any other court is whether

these criteria for the statutes applicability strip fed

eral district courts of their acknowledged subject mat

ter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. l$ 1331 and 1337

over cases that do not meet the test or if instead they

describe an element of the plaintiffs claim. The ma

jority has opted for the former approach largely be

cause the word jurisdiclion appears in many prior

decisions of lower courts and in certain materials

published by the governments antitrust enforcement

agencies and the American Bar Association But

neither the majority nor those earlier opinions have

distinguished carefully between judicial and legislat

ive jurisdiction-or to put it differently between juris

diction to decide case and jurisdiction to prescribe

rule of law The central question now before us is

whether the FTAIA affects the former or the latter

power. Given the fact that jurisdiction is word of

many too many meanings ante at 947-48 quoting

United States Vnnnecs 85 3d 661. 663 n.

D.C.Cir.l996 which was quoted in Steel Ca. v. CU
iansfhr Better Environment 523 U.S. 83. 90. 118

j5t. 1003. 140 L.Ed.2d 210 tJ..92K it is plain that

the analysis cannot stop with the observation that the

FTAIA somehow affects jurisdiction

In my view there are at least four compelling reasons

why we should not construe the FTAIAs test as one

going to the 954 subject matter jurisdiction of the

court and instead should adopt what will call an

element approach first the language of the statute

supports the position that this is an element of the

claim especially when it is contrasted to true juris

diction-stripping statutes second the subject matter

jurisdiction characterization is inconsistent with the

Supreme Courts decision in Steel Co. and with the

law of this court third the procedural consequences

of subject matter jurisdiction reading would have

perverse effects measured against the policies the

FTAIA and the federal antitrust laws were designed

to further and finally to call this subject matter jur

isdiction fails to take into account the long history of

the application of the S. antitrust laws to foreign

Although the majority has set forth the relevant lan

guage of the FTAIA it bears repeating here both for

ease of reference and for emphasis. It reads as fol

lows and there is equivalent language covering sec

tion of the Federal Trade Commission Act
Sections to of this title ActJ shall not

apply to conduct involving trade or commerce other

than import trade or import commerce with foreign

nations unless

such conduct has direct substantial and reason

ably foreseeable effect-

on trade or commerce which is not trade or com

merce with foreign nations or on import trade or im

port commerce with foreign nations or

on export trade or export commerce with foreign

nations of person engaged in such trade or in com

merce in the United States and

such effect gives rise to claim under the provi

sions of sections to of this title other than this

section.

15 U.S.Cj...fo.

One will search in vain in this brief passage for any

hint that the Congress was attempting to strip federal

courts of their competence to hear and decide anti

trust cases with foreign element. In my view that

alone should be enough to tip the balance toward the

element characterization. To begin with while one

can find examples in Supreme Court decisions of the

Courts treatment of statutes with jurisdictional lan

guage as non-jurisdictional Steel Co.. discussed

below Huches Agçyjfl Ca. v. United States cx iLl.

Sclnnner 520 U.S. 939. 950-51. 117 S.Ct. 1871. 138

L.Ed.2d 135 1997 False Claims Act there are no

examples of the opposite approach-treating

something as jurisdictional that is phrased in terms of

the scope of application of statute. Secondly this

court has recognized that jurisdiction-stripping rules

must be expressed clearly. In Czerkies v.

partnrent of Labor 73 F.3d 1435 7th Cir.l9961 en

bane we held that the door-closing statute prohibit

ing judicial review of certain federal workers com

pensation claims should not be construed to bar re

conduct..
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view of constitutional claims in the absence of ex

press language to that effectS Id at 1439 The same

approach is appropriate fbr other kinds of jurisdic

tion-stripping statutes Naturally when Congress

does speak clearly as it did in the statute that bars ju

dicial review of certain immigration decisions see

U.S.C l252eff2.Lrn and j5 the courts do and

should recognize that their competence to act has

been withdrawn See ttcSrearvv Perrvnan 212

F.3d 985 j7th Cir.20001 dismissing suit attempting

to avoid 1252a2XBI which provides that

notwithstanding any other provision of law no court

shall have jurisdiction955 to review any judgment

regarding the granting of relief under section 1255

Language Like that of the FTAIA stating that law

does not apply in certain circumstances cannot be

equated to language stating that the courts do not

have fundamental competence to consider defined

categories of cases

II

The fact that the FTAIA does not contain clear con

gressional statement that it is intended to restrict the

subject matter jurisdiction of the federal courts or for

that matter even brief mention of the term

jurisdiction should be enough to resolve the ques

tion before us If more is needed then we must con

sider further how to determine whether particular

law affects the competence of federal court to enter

tain the case at all or if it simply outlines the scope

of the statute and permits the court to issue decision

on the merits either upholding or rejecting claim

Our starting point should be the Supreme Courts de

cision in Steel Co sujt_52_3 U.S 83 118 S.Ct

1003 140 L.Ed.2d 210 In Steel Cc the Supreme

Court held that the Emergency Planning and Com

munity Right-To-Know Act of 1986 EPCRA
U.S.C 10461gflJ which permitted private ac

tion only if certain prerequisites were satisfied did

not affect the district courts subject matter jurisdic

tion 523 U.S at 89-90 118 S.Ct 1003 Although the

EPCRA actually used the word jurisdiction to de

scribe the permitted actions the Court did not find

that fact dispositive Instead it reaffirmed the long

standing rule that power to adjudicate case does not

depend on whether in the final analysis the plaintiff

has valid claim jThe district court has jurisdic

tion if the right of the petitioners to recover under

their complaint will be sustained if the Constitution

and laws of the United States are given one construc

tion and will be defeated if they are given another

Id at 89 118 S.Ct 1003 internal quotations omit

ted In the present case the plaintiffs will have

right to recover if defendants activities have the re

quisite effect on either U.S domestic or import com

merce and they can prove the remainder of their fed

eral antitrust claim and they will lose if those effects

are lacking.

It is worth noting that the extraterritorial reach of

statutes varies widely Some statutes such as Title

VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 have been inter

preted by the Supreme Court as having no application

at all beyond U.S. borders even if both the employer

and the employee are U.S citizens See EEOC tAr
clnan American Oil Co 499 U.S 244 Ill S.Ct

1227 113 L.Ed.2d 274 19911 Other statutes such as

18 U.S.C 2333 are virtually unlimited in their ter

ritorial reach Section 2333 provides private right of

action for civil damages for any national of the

United States injured by reason of an act of interna

tional terrorism or the victims estate to sue those

responsible for the act in U.S court for treble dam

ages no matter where in the world the act occurred

and no matter what the nationality of the perpetrator

was See 3ain Ouranic Li/erect Inst. 291 F.3d

1000 7th Cir.20021 Still other statutes are like the

FTAIA they define subset of actions and actors

outside the United States whose actions fbll within

the scope of U.S law It is up to Congress to decide

how broad or narrow law it is enacting and what

the plaintiff must prove to be entitled to relief

That is what Congress did in the FTAIA it estab

lished the direct substantial and reasonably fore

seeable effect on commerce test as an element of the

plaintiffs claim It did not disempower 956 the fed

eral courts from ruling on the merits for defendant

when the plaintiff is unable to make the requisite

showing The majoritys suggestion that the Supreme

Court held otherwise in I-/art lard Fire Ins CaliThr

ala 509 U.S 764 812 113 SEt 2891 125 LEd.2d

612 1993 is inaccurate In fhct the Hartford Fire

majority thought it unnecessary to address the

FTAIAs effect on the case at all see id at 797 23
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113 S.CL 2891 and thus it had no need to engage the

dissenters on the element versus jurisdiction

point It is true that Justice Scalia writing for the four

dissenters observed that cause of action under

our law was asserted here and the court had power to

determine whether it was or was not well founded in

law and in fact Id at 812 113 SCt 2891 Even

though this isolated statement was in dissent and

thus not authoritative at the time it was made the

more important point is that the legal principle it re

flected was later adopted by majority of the Court

first in Steel Co and then later in United States

cotton 535 U.S 625 122 S.Ct 1781 152 L.Ed.2d

860 2002 Ba/n U.S S.Ct

781 30 LEd 849 1887 elastic concept ofjurisdic

tion is not what the term jurisdictiont means today

the courts statutory or constitutional power to

adjudicate the case Emphasis in original quot

ing from Steel Co. The approach am advocating is

entirely consistent therefore with current Supreme

Court doctrine

This court has had occasion to consider the question

whether effect-on-commerce elements analogous to

those in the FTAIA affect subject matter jurisdiction

or the statement of claim and we have concluded

that they do not See United States Mart/n 147

F.3d 529 7th Cir.1995 cited with approval in

United State.s it Rap/then 312 F.3d 229 231 6th

Cir.2002 United States Care 271 F.3d 172 178

4th Cir.200l United States it entirs 256 F.3d

97L9. 10th Cir200l United States Beck 250

F.3d 1163 1165 8th Cir2QQjJ Alikhani United

States 200 F.3d 732 734-35 111th Cir.2Oj While

the statute at issue in Martin was criminal law jj

U.S.C 844i agree with the First Circuit that

there is no jurisdictional distinction in the Sherman

Act between the civil and criminal reach of the stat

ute See United States Nippon Paper Jades 09

F.3d 1st Cir.l997 lndeed do not understand

the majority to be taking issue with this aspect of the

Nippon Paper holding The fact that the present case

is civil and Mania was criminal therefore provides

no reason not to follow Martin jurisdictional char

acterization. Nor do see any other principled dis

tinction that can be drawn between our analysis in

Martin and the problem now before us

HI

Yet another reason why the majoritys rule is ill

advised comes from the nature of jurisdictional rules

and the consequences of treating something as affect

ing the subject matter jurisdiction of the court Rules

about subject matter jurisdiction define the allocation

of business between the federal and the state courts

The federal courts are courts of limited jurisdiction

Only if Article III of the Constitution confers power

on them to hear the particular kind of case or contro

versy at issue and if statute of Congress has imple

mented that constitutional grant of power can case

be heard in federal court

The first point here is that recognized issue of sub

ject matter jurisdiction must be resolved before any

other action is taken on the case There is an import

ant institutional interest in resolving jurisdictional

questions quickly and simply Congress recognized

this in one of its classic 957 jurisdiction-stripping

rules federal appellate courts have no jurisdiction to

review district court decisions remanding cases to

state court when the district court relies on reason

outlined in 28 U.S.C 1447c See 28 U.S.C

l4471d Inquiries into whether case arises under

federal law for purposes of LLI3J jurisdiction can

normally be completed by review of the complaint

Inquiries into diversity jurisdiction are often just as

straightforward even though fact-finding might be

necessary in the occasional case in which it is unclear

where person is domiciled or what amount is in

controversy or which of several corporate facilities

should count as the corporations principal place of

business

The jurisdictional inquiries just described are well-

defined and do not normally consunie enonnous judi

cial resources In contrast an inquiry into whether

particular course of conduct has direct substantial

and reasonably foreseeable effect on either the do

mestic commerce of the United States or its import

commerce threatens to become preliminary trial on

the merits Indeed the record in one famous interna

tional antitrust case Tinberlane Lunther Co Bank

oJAnieriea NT Sit should give advocates of the

subject matier jurisdiction approach serious pause

That case was originally filed in the district court in
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1973 In 1974 the district court dismissed for want of

subject matter jurisdiction The Ninth Circuit re

versed in 1976 See 549 F.2d 597 9th Cir.l 976 Six

years of discovery then took place in which the

parties explored the effects of the alleged conspiracy

on U.S commerce In 1983 the district court again

dismissed the action for want of jurisdiction See 5L14

F.Supp 1453 N.D.Cal.l983 Up on appeal again to

the Ninth Circuit the case was affirmed though on

somewhat different grounds 749 F.2d 1378 9th

Cir 1984 In 1985 the Supreme Court denied certi

orari see 472 U.S 1032 105 S.Ct 3514 87 L.Ed.2d

4jfj 985 with note indicating that Justices White

and Blackmun would have granted review Thus at

least 12 years after the case was filed the

jurisdictional issue was finally resolved Had it

been resolved in the affirmative there is no telling

how many more years would have passed before the

litigation was over This is no way to decide whether

the federal courts are competent to hear case

The element approach in contrast has none of those

defects In some instances it will be possible to re

solve the FTAIA issue on the pleadings or on sum

mary judgment and appellate review from either

kind of decision de nova if the issue is not capable of

resolution on summary judgment that should be red

flag in any event Effect on commerce issues will of

ten be closely intertwined with the merits Yet if the

case reaches the merits there is no reason why the

court cannot resolve the most straightforward issue

first Many antitrust cases founder on the issue of

market power especially when world markets are at

issue But Steel Co made it abundantly clear that

courts are not entitled simply to assume jurisdiction

and resolve an easy merits issue if true subject mat

ter jurisdiction is at stake

If something affects the subject matter jurisdiction of

the court there are number of other consequences

which would be undesirable for the FTAIA First

there is necessarily never time when the question

cannot be raised As the Supreme Court has re

peatedly emphasized the fendamental competence of

the court to act can be challenged at any time up to

and including at the Supreme Court level See

Mans/7eld_C L.A1 Rv Co Swan ill U.S 379

S.Ct 510 28 LEd 462 V884 20 Charles Alan

Wright Mary Kay Kane Federal Courts at 28

958 5th ed 1994 This would offer an irresistible

invitation to the losing party in an international anti

trust case to invite the Supreme Court to revisit the

complex question whether there are direct substan

tial and reasonably foreseeable effects on com

merce whether or not that objection was preserved

before the district court or the court of appeals. In

deed the court will be required to raise the issue on

its own even if the parties have been content to stipu

late to dollar amounts of commerce destinations of

goods business plans tending to show Ioreseeability

and other pertinent facts In many cases the parties

may be willing to stipulate that the necessary effects

on U.S commerce are present so that they can get

down to the business of resolving their dispute. All

that is impossible if we are dealing with subject mat

ter jurisdiction

Second characterization affects removal Recall that

the subject matter rules indicate whether the case

falls within the limited jurisdiction of the federal

courts If it does not then it presumptively can be

heard by state court of general jurisdiction Al

though the federal antitrust laws are commonly held

to fall within the exclusive jurisdiction of the federal

courts nothing requires Congress to keep things that

way If Congress indeed meant to strip the federal

courts of subject matter jurisdiction over foreign

commerce antitrust cases then those cases revert to

state courts No one has suggested that we can also

divine from the language of the FTAIA congres

sional intent to deny any forum whatsoever for

foreign commerce cases Indeed serious constitu

tional questions would arise if we were to read the

statute as purporting to define the jurisdiction of the

state courts given the degree of sovereignty the states

retain under the federal Constitution Thus state

courts can and will hear foreign commerce antitrust

cases where direct substantial and reasonably fore

seeable effects are missing Some of those state

courts might dismiss on non conveniens

grounds some might apply their own test fOr whether

claim is stated and dismiss on the merits some

might keep the case and adjudicate it creating far

greater friction with foreign sovereigns than would

result from exclusive federal jurisdiction and an ele
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ments-based test Naturally if this kind of case is

filed in state court it cannot be removed to federal

court because suits may be removed only if they

could have been filed originally in federal court

See 28 U.S.C 1441 Scofento Crop Protection

Inc Ilenson 537 U.S 28 123 S.Ct 366 369-70

154 L.Ed.2d 368 2002 Furthermore even if such

case is physically removed and is lodged in the feder

al court on an untenable claim of federal jurisdiction

the federal court after potentially lengthy inquiries

into the FTAIA test will be required to remand it for

lack ofjurisdiction See Z.LJ.S.C 1447c Such

decision is not decision on the merits and it will

thus not block further proceedings in the state court

There are also consequences for appellate review if

this is jurisdictional issue As already noted district

courts resolve whatever jurisdictional facts are con

tested in advance of the trial Appellate review of

those fact-findings is deferential Although the de

fendants argued that the policies behind the ETAIA

particularly the avoidance of diplomatic tensions with

other countries-are better served by the jurisdictional

characterization that assumes that district courts will

systematically reject jurisdiction There is no reason

at all to make such an assumption If district courts

find the FTAIA test satisfied foreign parties will be

stuck with deferential appellate review of those facts

This also means that appellate courts will not be 959

fTee to give plenary consideration to the sensitive is

sues of international comity that can arise in these

cases-issues better resolved at the level of the court of

appeals or the Supreme Court than by solitary dis

trict judge For all these reasons as well it is prefer

able to treat the FTAIA as establishing an element of

the claim

The subject matter jurisdiction characterization

makes no sense either from the point of view of the

policies being furthered by the FTAIA or from the

standpoint of judicial administration We should not

adopt perverse decision just because parties have

chosen to file motions under R2h instead of

Rule UththJ or Rule 56 or because courts have un

questioningly adopted the diction of subject matter

jurisdiction without careful examination

Iv

Finally if all the rest of these reasons were not

enough to compel an element reading review of

the history of the application of the antitrust laws to

persons and conduct beyond the borders of the

United States also leads to that result As the majority

notes the first time the Supreme Court had occasion

to consider the question whether the Sherman Act ap

plied to activities outside the United States occurred

less than 20
years after the passage of the Act in

.4rneiican Bancnei Co United Fruit Co 213 U.S

347 29 S.Ct 511 53 LTd 826 19fi9 There writ

ing for the Court Justice Flolmes rejected the

plaintiffs argument that the Sherman Act penalized

an elaborate arrangement by the defendant that af

fected banana imports into the United States At the

center of the case was dispute between Panama and

Costa Rica over which country had sovereign author

ity over particular banana plantation plaintiff

claimed that the defendant had instigated the border

war for purposes of controlling the banana trade Us

ing language that proved to be far broader than later

courts were willing to accept Justice Holmes wrote

that the general and almost universal rule is that the

character of an act as lawful or unlawful niust be de

termined wholly by the law of the country where the

act is done Id at 3S6 29 S.Ct 511 Moreover he

wrote in case of doubt would be led to ..

construction of any statute as intended to be confined

in its operation and effect to the territorial limits over

which the lawmaker has general and legitimate

power Id at 357 29 S.Ct II Nothing in this lan

guage suggests that the Court thought it was address

ing federal court subject matter jurisdiction in the

sense of the competence of court with limited

powers to resolve the dispute This was topic with

which the .Justices were certainly familiar having

dismissed an action only one year earlier themselves

for failure to satisfy the well-pleaded complaint rule

despite the fact that no one had noticed the problem

before the case reached the high court See Louisville

_N.a.thvilIe IL Ivfottlep 211 US 149 152 29

S.Ct 42 53 LEd 1261.1908 Instead it was talking

about how broad statute Congress had enacted and

how much conduct Congress was trying to regulate

It was the legislative branch in short which the

Court thought had not reached out to cover an inter

governmental dispute affecting international trade in
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bananas There was not hint that the federal courts

had no competence to decide that the Sherman Act

did not reach that far

Between the time American Banana was decided and

the time when the Second Circuit rendered its Alcoa

decision the Court handed down at least two de

cisions that qualified the strict territorial view of the

former case See 96OUljkd States fnietzcan To

bacco Ca 221 U.S 106 31 S.Ct 632 55 LEd 663

1911 tint/ed States SLcol SaIes.cmp. 274 U.S

268 47 S.Ct 592 71 L.Ed 1042 19273 Both cases

also talk in terms of the coverage
of the antitrust stat

utes with respect to the foreign activities and actors

.dmerican Tobacco upheld the application of the stat

ute to two English corporations see 221 U.S at 172

184-85 31 S.Ct 632 and Sisal Sales upheld the ap

plication of the laws to Mexican-based conspiracy

to control the importation of sisal from Mexico into

the United States and its subsequent sale

The next major decision addressing the extent to

which the U.S antitrust laws reach foreign parties

and conduct was United States vitlnnnnrnn Co of

.4inerica 148 F.2d 416 2d Cir.l945.j Al

coa In that case the court had to decide whether

certain foreign parties who had acted wholly outside

the United States had nonetheless violated the Sher

man Act As the court put it either

violate of the Act7 are con

cerned only with whether Congress chose to attach li

ability to the conduct outside the United States uf

persons not in allegiance to it That being so the only

question open is whether Congress intended to im

pose the liability .. 148 F.2d at 443. Turning to the

field of conflict of laws for guidance the court

concluded that the Act does not cover agreements

even though intended to affect imports or exports un

less its performance is shown actually to have had

some effect upon them L4..gt 444 In time this be

came known as the intended effects test which in

various forms governed until the ETAJA was passed

and arguably still applies in import cases See ffgt

LizLd Fire 509 U.S at 796 113 S.Ct 2Mj it is well

established by now that the Sherman Act applies to

foreign conduct that was meant to produce and did in

fact produce some substantial effect in the United

States and at 797 23 113 S.Ct 2891 indicating

that it was not necessary to address the question

whether the FTAIA affected the case

The Alcoa decision was not warmly received in other

countries which as ofthe mid-l940s did not as rule

have antitrust laws and which resented the apparent

effort of the United
Staty

to act as the worlds com

petition police officer See generally Spencer

Weber Waller Antitrust and American Business

Abroad vol cli This led to an outpouring of

scholarly writing on the general question of the way

prescriptive jurisdictional lines should be drawn

among nations from the perspective of public interna

tional law The fruits of this effort appear today in the

American Law Institutes influential Restatement

Third of the Foreign Relations Law of the United

States Restatement Third Part IV 1987 which

addresses the subject of jurisdiction and judgments

The Restatement Third identifies three types of juris

dictional limitations recognized by international law

those on jurisdiction to prescribe i.e to make

states law applicable to the activities relations or

status of persons or the interests of persons in things

whether by legislation by executive act or order by

administrative rule or regulation or by determination

of 961 court those on jurisdiction to adudicate

and those on jurisdiction to enforce Restatement

Third 401 Section 415 of the Restatement Third is

devoted specifically to jurisdiction to regulate anti-

competitive activities

IJiL Today over 90 countries have compet

ition laws See e.g. Diane Wood
International I-Iarmonization of Antitrust

Law The Tortoise or the Flare Chicago

Intl 1. 391 392 2002 interestingly

the number of disputes over so-called extra-

territorial applications of national laws

whether by the United States the European

Union or others has dropped dramatically

Discussions today tend to focus on better

ways of coordinating these many national-

level regimes and antitrust authorities

around the world are eager to cooperate with

one another within the confines established

by national con fidentiality laws

The commentary to section 401 addresses exactly the
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problem now before us that is what is the relation

between the various heads ofjurisdiction identified in

the Restatement and the domestic U.S concept of

subject matter jurisdiction Comment reads as

follows

Subject matter jurisdiction in common usage in

other contexts is not used in this Restatement This

term sometimes refers to the constitutional authority

of governmental body for example the authority of

Congress under the United States Constitution to le

gislate on subject principally under Article Sec

tion or the authority of State of the United States

to legislate within constitutional limitations on State

authority Article Section 10 The term is also of

ten used in judicial decisions to describe other limita

tions on governmental authority including those in

volving the reach of United States law addressed in

this Restatement as jurisdiction to prescribe Jurisdic

tion to prescribe with respect to transnational activity

depends not on particular link such as minimum

contacts use of the mails or crossing state

lines which have been used to define subject mat

ter jurisdiction fbr constitutional purposes but on

concept of reasonableness based on number of

factors to be considered and evaluated 402-403

rhus the domestic concept of subject matter jurisdic

tion has no bearing on the question whether the

United States validly prescribed certain rule of law

Section 415 offers detailed guidance on the
scope

of

prescriptive
iurisdictionNin

cases dealing with anti-

competitive activities

FN2 The text and commentary of section

415 is also informative

415 Jurisdiction To Regulate Anti-

Competitive Activities

Any agreement in restraint of United

States trade that is made in the United

States and any conduct or agreement in re

straint of such trade that is carried out in sig

nificant measure in the United States are

subject to the jurisdiction to prescribe of the

United States regardless of the nationality

or place of business of the parties to the

agreement or of the participants in the con

duct

Any agreement in restraint of United

States trade that is made outside of the

United States and any conduct or agreement

in restraint of such trade that is carried out

predominantly outside of the United States

are subject to the jurisdiction to prescribe of

the United States if principal purpose
of

the conduct or agreement is to interfere with

the commerce of the United States and the

agreement or conduct has some effect on

that commerce

Other agreements or conduct in restraint

of United States trade are subject to the jur

isdiction to prescribe of the United States if

such agreements or conduct have substantial

effect on the commerce of the United States

and the exercise of jurisdiction is not unreas

onable

Comment to this section quotes the

FTAIA in full and goes on to say that

Congress apparently believed that activity

whose anti-competitive efTects are felt only

in foreign states should not be concern of

United States antitrust regulation but that

activities carried out abroad that have

direct substantial and reasonably foresee

able effect in the United States or on the

import trade of the United States as by lim

iting imports or fixing the price of imported

products should be subject to the Sherman

and FTC Acts

It is this topic of prescriptive jurisdiction and how

far the antitrust laws were actually reaching that

was before Congress when it enacted the FTAIA

While it is true that the House Report on the FTAIA

uses the word jurisdiction with some regularity it

also speaks repeatedly962 about whether U.S anti

trust law should be applied to particular transactions

See H.R.Rep No 97-686 97th Cong 2d Sess

1982 U.S Code Cong Admin News at 2487 It

is therefore impossible to draw any firm conclusions

front that brief document that will assist us in resolv

ing the issue presently before us Congress was try

ing simultaneously to assure U.S companies that

they would not be subject to potentially stricter

antitrust laws when they were conducting business

wholly in foreign markets and to assure foreign
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countries and their citizens that they would not be

swept into court to answer under law for

actions that were of no legitimate concern to the

United States Ronald Davis Intenatianal Cartel

and Manopalizattan Cases Expare Gap in Foreign

Trade Antitrust hnpratetnent.s Act 15 SumAntitrust

53 53-58 2001 This much is fairly clear What has

not been dear has been the way in which the FTAIA

itself has been handled in the federal courts

At one level virtually everyone concedes that federal

subject matter jurisdiction exists in cases like United

Phosphoruss The claim certainly arises under fed

eral law-the Sherman Act-and thus falls within the

scope of 28 U.S.Qjjjll and 28 U.S.C lfl

Furthermore typically no one claims that the claim

presented is so frivolous that jurisdiction fails under

the principle acknowledged in Bell Hand 327 U.S

678 66 S.D 773 90 LEd 939 124fiJ Nevertheless

as the majority has accurately noted defendants who

believe that their activities were too foreign to be

swept under the U.S antitrust laws have usually at

tacked the plaintiffs case with motion under

CIV 1201111 which covers lack of jurisdic

tion over the subject matter and sometimes in the

alternative with motion under Rukl2b which

covers failure to state claim
upon

which relief can

be granted

Although several courts of appeals have decided dis

missal motions based on the FTAIA under the rubric

of subject matter jurisdiction see Etnpaç.rnj

BA Hoflinan-LaRocha Ltd 315 F.3d 338

LQQACir.2003 JCrunan Cbri.ctiav Intl PLC 284

F.3d 384 Gd Cir.2002.1 Den Norske Stats Oliesel

ckap .48 IleereMac 1L_2_4l F.3d 420 5th

Cir.2001 cart denied 534 U.S 1127 122 S.Ct

1059 151 L.Ed.2d 967 U.S Feb 19. 2007

001842 Caribbean Brand Svs Ltd Cable

Wtreless PLC 148 F.3d 1080 fD.C.Cir.1998 most

have focused on the merits of the FTAIA analysis

rather than the precise procedural manner in which it

was presented None of them has given the sustained

attention to the jurisdiction vs element inquiry that

this court has now done

Indeed in the most recent of these decisions Em

pagran the court was singularly unconcerned with

the distinction between these two approaches It cer

tainly speaks of lack of subject matterjurisdiction

under the federal antitrust laws 3j.jF.3d at 34041

and the issue reached the court on motion made un

der FED CIV 2th.111J but both the test the

court adopted and its analysis are telling for our pur

poses The test it chose to use for FIAIA cases was

as follows

We hold that where the anticompetitive conduct has

the requisite harm on United States commerce

FTAIA permits suits by foreign plaintiff who are in

jured solely by that conducts effect on foreign com

merce The anticontpetitive effect itself must violate

the Sherman Act and the conducts harmful effect on

United States commerce must give rise to claim

by someone even if not the foreign plaintiff who is

before the court

Id at 341 In other words if one is to take the

subject matter jurisdiction characterization963

seriously the court is competent to decide the case

only if it concludes tentatively conclusively that

the statute has been violated and someone has stand

ing to sue With all due respect to my colleagues in

the D.C Circuit find such an approach to subject

matter to be inconsistent with the Supreme Courts

decisions in cases like Steel Co and Bell flood

For the record am not necessarily expressing any

disagreement with the ultimate result in Enipagian

my concern is only with this implicit part of the

courts rationale

Even more troublesome is the courts analysis of sub

ject matter jurisdiction It begins with the observation

that its review is de nova 315 F.3d at 343-44 This

of course would be true if the dismissal were under

Rule 2b1161 or Rule 56 If it is really under Enjg

2h 11 and the district court has made findings of

fact then it is not accurate the legal conclusion

would be reviewed de nova but the facts would be

reviewed deferentially In any event the court contin

ues with the following passage

complaint may be dismissed for lack of subject

matter jurisdiction only if it appears beyond doubt

that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support

of his claim which would entitle him to relief S/it-

c/air Kleindiettst 711 F.2d 291 293

L2CCir.1983 quoting Can/nv Gibson 355 U.S
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41.45-46 78 S.Ct. 99. 101-02. L.Ed.2d 80 ti9fj.

In our review this court assumes the truth of the al

legations made and construes them favorably to the

pleader. Scheuct v. Rhodes. 416 U.S. 232. 236. 94

S.D. 1683. 1686 40 L.Ed.2d 901974.

315 F.3d at 343. The problem with this passage is

that almost all of it describes not the rule that applies

to motions to dismiss for lack of subject matter juris

diction but instead motions to dismiss for failure to

state claim. In Sinclair fbr example the district

court had dismissed the claim under Rule 2j7116

and the passage to which the Enpagran court re

ferred correctly quotes the goveming standard from

Conley. But the passage in Con icy has nothing to do

with subject matter jurisdiction dismissals. It says in

stead that complaint should not be dismissed for

failure to state claim unless it appears beyond doubt

that the plaintiff can prove no set of fhcts in support

of his claim which would entitle him to relief

IJ.S. at 45-46. 78 S.Ct. 99 While Scheuer states that

in passing on motion to dismiss whether on the

ground of lack of jurisdiction over the subject matter

or for feilure to state claim the allegations 01 the

complaint should be construed favorably to the plead

er 416 U.S. at 236.94 S.Ct. 1683 it made this com

ment in the context of its review of dismissal based

on the Eleventh Amendment on its way to remand

ing the case to the lower courts for fBrther fact

finding. It in no way purported to change the rule that

when subject matter jurisdiction is contested the dis

trict court itself must hold hearing to resolve the

jurisdictional facts and that the ultimate decision is

for the court not for jury See generally 5A Charles

Alan Wright and Arthur R. Miller Federal Practice

and Procedure 1350 at 234-35 2d ed 1990. Thus

to the extent that others should follow what the Em

pagrun court did rather than what it said in passing

one should take this as case acknowledging that

dismissal for failure to meet the standards of the

FTA1A is one for failure to state claim.

The Second Circuits Krwnan decision also spoke in

terms of subject matter jurisdiction dismissal see

4..F.3d at 390 and it correctly noted that the district

court could resolve disputed jurisdictional issues of

fact through reference to evidence outside of the

pleadings. Id Neverthelesst964 as in Enrpagran.

the court paid no attention to the issue now before us

it was concerned instead about the type of effect on

domestic or import commerce the FTAIA requires

before conduct could be regulated by the Sherman

Act. Id The same is true of the Fifth Circuits de

cision in Den Norske see 241 F.3d at 424- and the

D.C. Circuits earlier decision in Caribbean Broad

casnn see 148 F.3d at lQ5. It is this court sitting

en banc that will be the first one to give fully con

sidered answer to the question whether the FTAIA

strips the federal courts of their competence to hear

certain cases that lack sufficient connections to the

United States or if it affirmatively imposes on

plaintiff the burden of proving as an element of its

case the existence of those connections.

For all these reasons believe that the FTAIA adds

an element to an antitrust claim for cases as the stat

ute puts it that present conduct involving trade or

commerce other than import trade or import corn

merce with foreign nations. It does not strip the

federal courts of subject matter jurisdiction in those

cases-a conclusion that would leave the court power

less to make ruling on the merits of the case and

that would leave the defendants open to suit either in

state courts or before other tribunals judicial or arbit

ral. The majoritys conclusion will also have signific

ant effects on the governments criminal antitrust en

forcement program. The Sherman Act of course

makes it serious felony to enter into an agreement

in restraint of trade The current Acting Assistant At

torney General in charge of the Department of

Justices Antitrust Division R. Hewitt Pate recently

had the following comments about the Departments

international criminal enforcement

Since late 1996 the Division has prosecuted interna

tional cartels affecting over .810 billion in U.S. com

merce. Well over 90 percent of the total criminal

fines we have obtained in this time period were from

international cartel cases... The international cartels

we have uncovered involved wide range of indus

tries including the food and faed additives graphite

electrode vitamins construction fine arts and textile

industries...

Recently we have concentrated not just on prosecut

ing corporate cartel members but also on punishing
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individuals who create and operate the cartels In

the past fiscal year defendants in Division cases were

sentenced to more than 10000 jail days-a record-with

an average sentence of more than 18 months. It is

not just U.S executives who are facing prison sen

tences but foreign executives as well.

Tuming to our current docket we now have almost

forty grand juries investigating suspected internation

al cartel activity representing almost half of the Divi

sions criminal investigations

Hewitt Pate The DOJ International Antitrust Pro-

grain-Maintaining Momentum Speech Before the

American Bar Association Section of Antitrust Law

2003 Forum on International Competition L.aw New

York City February 2003 available at ht

tp//www .usdoj gov/atr/public /speeches/200736.pdf

emphasis in original The government will not want

to conduct these investigations in the Seventh Circuit

Defects going to the subject matter of the court can

be raised at any time even if defendant has pleaded

guilty and guilty pleas play the same important role

in antitrust prosecutions as they do in other fields of

criminal law See 965tJnid Statesa cottan

535 U.S 625 122 S.CL 178 785 152 L.Ed.2d 860

2002 Bain elastic concept of jurisdiction is not

what the term jurisdiction means today i.e the

courts statutory or constitutional power to adjudicate

the case Steel Ca This latter concept of sub

ject-matter jurisdiction because it involves courts

power to hear case can never be forfeited or

waived United States Brace 488 U.S 563 569

109 S.Ct 757 102 L.Ed.2d 927 l9.9 Indeed even

after direct appeals are over defect going to the

subject-matter jurisdiction of the court can be raised

in motion under 28 U.S.C \S 2255. From this time

forth therefore any defendant who believes that the

prosecutor has fbiled to meet the standards of the

FTAIA in an antitrust prosecution will be free to raise

this point either for the first time on appeal or in

petition Compare United States Gonzalez

311 F.3d 440 443-44 1st Cir.2002 rejecting sub

ject-matter-jurisdictional interpretation of statute

permitting drug prosecutions on stateless vessels

It is important to recall finally that there is nothing

unique about international antitrust cases effect-

on-commerce rules are truly jurisdictional then they

are jurisdictional for every statute that contains com

merce elements Countless statutes do particularly

since the Supreme Courts decision in United States

Lope 514 U.S 549 115 S.Ct 1624 131 L.Ed.2d

626 1995j because that is what justifies congres

sional action whenever it legislates under its Article

Section Commerce Clause powers The majoritys

approach therefore has the potential of upsetting far

more than the small set of cases that present foreign

trade antitrust issues

respectfully dissent
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United Phosphorus Ltd Angus Chemical

CoN.D 1112001

United States District CourtN lilinoisEastern Di

vision

UNITED PHOSPHORUS LTD an Indian corpora

tion Shroffs United Chemicals Lid an Indian cor

poration and J.C Miller Associates Inc an

Illinois corporation Plaintiffs

ANGUS CHEMICAL COMPANY Delaware cor

poration Angus Chemie GmbH German corpora

tion the Estate of Freeman Hughes through its rep

resentative Yvonne Hughes Ollie Chandler

Lowell Pals Gary Granzow D.B Gupta and

L.upin Laboratories Lid an Indian corporation De
fendants

No 94 2078

Feb 162001

Prospective manu fhcturers of tuberculosis medicine

ingredient 2-Amino-I Butanol AB and former em

ployee barred by his employers trade secret action

from disclosing technical information regarding AB

manufacture sued employer alleging among other

claims monopolization under Sherman Act Follow

ing denial of motion to dismiss for lack of personal

jurisdiction 43 Sqpp.2d 004 Manning employ

er moved to dismiss monopolization claim The Dis

trict Court Ian Il United States Magistrate

Judge held that Foreign Trade Antitrust Im

provements Act FTAIA barred suit due to absence

of necessary showing of effect on domestic com

merce prospective manufacturers did not sustain

damage in United States as result of suit as required

by FIAIA domestic commerce impact require

ment was not satisfied through injury allegedly sus

tained by employee as result of disclosure bar fil

ing of trade secret complaint did not constitute judi

cial admission that there was effect on domestic com

merce FTAIA imposed jurisdiction requirements

and exception to domestic commerce effect re

quirement when import trade or import commerce

was involved applied only to American importers

and not to prospective India exporters

Motion to dismiss claims granted

West Headnotes

Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 945

2.21 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29 LXVI Antitrust and Foreign Trade

29Tk945 In General Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k127

Under the Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act

FTAIA the proscriptions of the Sherman Act apply

to trade or commerce with foreign nations other than

import transactions only when the conduct providing

the basis for the claim has direct substantial and

reasonably foreseeable anticompetitive effect on

United States domestic commerce Sherman Act

as amended jjLS

12.1 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T z945

29 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

Z2IXVI Antitrust and Foreign Trade

29Tk945 In General Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k 127
The Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act

FTAIA exempts from United States antitrust law

conduct that lacks the requisite domestic effect even

when the antitrust conduct originates in the United

States or involves American-owned entities operating

abroad Sherman Act as amended 15 U.S.C.A

6a

UI Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 945

2.21 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVI Antitrust and Foreign Trade

29Tk945 In General Mnst Cited Cases

Formerly 265k127

Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act FTAIA

barred India-based prospective manufacturers of

chemical 2-Amino-I Butanol AB used in manufac

ture of tuberculosis medication from bringing Sher

man Act monopolization suit in United States against

American company that had brought trade secret ac

tion in state court to prevent its employee from dis

closing needed technology there was no showing of

required effect on domestic commerce as India man-
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ufacturers had no intent to sell AD in United States

and there would be no market if sales were attemp

ted Sherman Act as amended .UJkS.C.A

141 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 945

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

Z9IXYI Antitrust and Foreign Trade

221 k945 In General Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k 27
Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act FTAIA

barred India-based prospective manufacturers of

chemical 2-Amino-I Dutanol AR used in manufac

ture of tuberculosis medication from bringing Sher

man Act monopolization suit in United States against

American company that had brought trade secret ac

tion in state court to prevent its employee from dis

closing needed technology despite claim that exclu

sion of manufacturers as sources of AD resulting

from trade secrets action would affect American mar

ket for tuberculosis medication sole Food and Drug

Administration FDA approved seller of tuberculosis

medicine using AD would not be changing supplier

as recertification would be required Sherman Act

as amended 15 U.S.C.A2 in

J.5j Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T

9633

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

29TXVIIf DI Actions

29Tk959 Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

29Tk963 Injury to Business or Property

29rk963131 Particular Cases Most

Cited Cases

Formerly 265k281 .4
Causation element was lacking in claim brought by

prospective India manufacturers of 2-Amino-i

Butanol AD active ingredient of tuberculosis med

ication that American companys trade secret suit

which kept manufacturers from obtaining critical

manufacturing information from companys employ

ee had effect on domestic commerce required under

Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act FTAIA

by precluding manufacturers from selling AD in

United States manufacturers ultimately began AD

manufacture using information from other sources

showing that any delay in AD manufacturing was

based on business rather than antitrust considerations

Sherman Act jij as amended IUC.A.2
6a

161 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T

9633

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29T XVII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

29TXVI1f Actions

29Tk959 Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

29T.k9M Injury to Business or Property

29rk96313 Particular Cases M.gg

Cited Cases

Formerly 265k28l .4

Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act FTAIA

requirement that effect on domestic commerce be

shown beibre antitrust claim may proceed under

Sherman Act was not satisfied through suit by India-

based manufacturers claiming that American com

panys trade secret action which precluded manuiiic

turers from obtaining information from companys

employee required to begin manufacture of

2-Amino-I Butanol AD active ingredient in tuber

culosis medication restricted ability to sell chemical

used in AD manufacture in United States Sherman

Act as amended AL.Ak2 6a

121 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T

9633

29.1 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TX VII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

29TXVIIl31 Actions

29Tk959 Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

29Tk963 Injury to Business or Property

29Tk963t3 Particular Cases Most

Cited Cases

Formerly 265k28l

Impact on domestic commerce required under For-
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eign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act FTAIA
was not shown by India-based prospective manufàc

turers of tuberculosis medicine ingredient 2-Amino-i

Butanol AB bringing monopolization claim againsi

American company that brought trade secrets action

to bar its employee from disclosing needed techno

logy to manufacturers based on claim that manufac

turers would have produced related chemicals in

United States if disclosure had been allowed when

there was no evidence of preparations to do any such

manufacturing. Sherman Act 12. as amended Jj

p.S.C.A. 6a.

ff1 Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T

9633

291 Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVIJ Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

forcement

29TXV1R13 Actions

29Tk959 Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

2911963 Injury to Business or Property

291k9633j k. Particular Cases MQ5L

cited Cases

Formerly 265k28l

Prospective manufacturers of tuberculosis medicine

ingredient 2-Amino-I Butanol AB based in India

did not sustain injury in United States as required to

maintain monopoly claim under Sherman Act and

Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act FTAIA
when employee of American company was precluded

by trade secrets lawsuit from disclosing needed tech

nology to prospective manufacturers. Sherman Act

122 as amended 15 U.S.C.A. jj.

JjI Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T

9633

29LL Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TX VII Antitrust Actions Proceedings and En

fbrcement

29TXVIIB1 Actions

29Tk959 Right of Action Persons Entitled

to Sue Standing Parties

291k963 Injury to Business or Property

29Tk9633 k. Particular Cases Mnst

cited Cases

Formerly 265k28I

Lack of proof of antitrust injury on part of employee

barred by his companys trade secret action from dis

closing to India-based prospective manufacturers

technology required fbr manufiicture of tuberculosis

medication ingredient 2-Amino-l Butanol AB pre

cluded claim that suppression of information had ef

fect on domestic commerce as required to satisfy

Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act FTAIA
standards for Sherman Act monopolization suit by

manufacturers against company there was no showS

ing that competition in market for chemical industry

consulting services was harmed by lawsuit as op

posed to any harm to employee Sherman Act jj
as amended IS U.S.CA. fat

LUll Evidence 157 CCt2O82

157 Evidence

157V11 Admissions

J5JiJJJUlJ Nature Form and Incidents in Gen

era

1571206 Judicial Admissions

ii7Js2Q Pleadings

lS7kiflSA2 Admissibility in Sub

sequent Proceedings in General. Most Cited Cases

Evidence 157 2658

157 Evidence

157V11 Adnissions

157V11E Proof and Effect

1571265 Conclusiveness and Effect

157k265R Pleadings Most Cited

Cases

Pleading from different action is not binding and

conclusive judicial admission

Jill Evidence 157 264

157 Evidence

57VI1 Admissions

IS7VIIE Proof and Effect

1571264k Construction. Most Cited Cases

Companys filing of trade secret complaint in state

court seeking injunction barring its employee from

disclosing to India-based prospective manufacturers

technology for producing tuberculosis medicine in

gredient 2-Amino-I Butanol AB did not constitute
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judicial admission that disclosure would have adverse

impact on domestic commerce satisfying jurisdic

tional requirement imposed by Foreign Trade Anti

trust Improvements Act FTAIA on prospective

manufacturers Sherman Act suit against company

there was concern that prospective manufacturer

might produce AB for Asian market Sherman Act

i2 as amended 15 IJ.S.CA liti 6a

JflJ Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T 1r945

2LT Antitrust and Trade Regulation

29TXVI Antitrust and Foreign Trade

29Tk945 In General Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265k 27
Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act FTAIA
requiring showing of effect on domestic commerce

before Sherman Act suit could be brought involving

trade or commerce with foreign nations imposed

subject matter requirements limiting jurisdiction of

American courts in Sherman Act cases Sherman Act

as amended 15 U.S.C.A.1Q2

Hill Antitrust and Trade Regulation 29T zz945

2I Antitrust and Trade Regulation

291XLI Antitrust and Foreign Trade

29Tk945 In General Most Cited Cases

Formerly 265kl27

Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Act FTAIA

requirement that there be effect on domestic com

merce when trade or commerce with foreign nations

was involved other than import trade or import

commerce did not preclude application of FTAIA

to bar suit by India-based prospective manufacturers

of tuberculosis medicine ingredient 2-Amino-I

Butanol AB alleging that American companys

trade secret suit to bar disclosure of critical manufac

turing information prevented exportation of AB to

United States exclusionary provision was for benefit

of American importers only Shennan Act j2 as

amended IS U.S.C.A titi 6a

1006 Peter Michael katsaros Baum Sigman

Auerbach Pierson Neumann Katsaros Ltd Fred

erick Scott Rhine lerence Moran lames Eric

Vander Arend Gessler Hughes Socol L.td

Chicago IL for United Phosphorus Ltd Shroff

United Chemicals Ltd and iC Miller Associates

Inc

Mark McLaughlin Andrew Stanley Marnvitz

Kaspar StoffØlmayr Mayer Brown Platt Sigph

en Novack Patrick Fleming Jennifer Lyn Friedes

Novack Macey Chicago IL for Angus Chemical

Company Angus Chemie GMBFI Freeman Hughes

Glue Chandler Lowell Pals and Gary Gran

zow

Barrie Lame Brejeha David Ci Wix Matthew LAL
lison Baker McKenzie Chicago IL for D.B

Gupta and L.upin Laboratories Ltd

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER

LEVIN United States Magistrate Judge

Before the court are Defendants motions to dismiss

for lack of subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to

Fed.R.Civ.P 2fbJLlj as to Counts and II of the

second amended complaint

iNTRODUCTION

Plaintiffs are an Indian chemical manufacturer

called United Phosphorus Ltd UPL an Indi

an company entitled Shroffs United Chemicals L.td

SUCL Shroff Dep 25 the Indian Plaintiffs

and an American firm Miller Associates

JCM which once had an interest in joint ven

ture that wanted to sell technology to the Indian

Plaintiffs Defendants are Angus Chemical Cor

poration and its corporate officers Freeman Hughes

Ollie Chandler Lowell Pals Gary Granzow

collectively Angus Angus Chemie GmbH

Chemie and L.upin Laboratories Ltd and its

officer and owner D.B Gupta collectively Lupin
Counts and II of the second amended complaint es

sentially allege that Defendants attempted to mono

polize monopolized and conspired to monopolize the

market for certain chemicals in violation of of the

Sherman Antitrust Act 15 U.S.C

Defendants threshold argument is that the court lacks

subject matter jurisdiction under the Foreign Trade

Antitrust Improvements Act FTAIA which limits

application of the Sherman Act to conduct with

direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable ef

fect on domestic commerce U.S.Q16a
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1007 BACKGROUND FACTS

The following was expressed by the District Court in

ruling on motion under the original complaint

herein

India currently has the greatest incidence of tubercu

losis in the world The primary pharmaceutical drug

used in India to cure this potentially fatal illness is

Ethambutol Two chemicals 2-Amino-I Dutanol

AD the key ingredient of Ethambutol and

1-Nitro-Propane 1-NP the raw material used to

make AD are the subjects of this litigation

To make Ethambutol Indian chemical laboratories

including Defendant Lupin use AD which they buy

from Defendant Chemie currently the worlds only

manufacturer of AD Chemie Gennan subsidiary

wholly owned by Defendant Angus uses 1-NP as

raw material to manufacture AD at its plant in Ger

many Angus Delaware Corporation in the business

of manufacturing and selling chemical products

makes I-NP at plant in Sterlington Louisiana and

is presently the worlds only manufacturer of I-NP

Mem Op Order 1994 WL 57724 tlN.DJi.L

Ll994
The lawsuit in this case stems from prior trade secret

litigation between several of the parties In the early

1990s the Indian Plaintiffs began to consider manu

fhcturing AD The Indian Plaintiffs planned to ac

quire the technology for making AD and its raw ma
terial 1-NP from Dr John Miller owner of 1CM
who also was the fomier Vice President of Research

and Development for Angus maimers of AD and

I-NP While at Angus Miller supervised Anguss

propriety efforts to improve its AD processes and had

ongoing access to the manufacturing process details

for Anguss products

Defendants position was as follows While Rajju

Shroff the principal of Indian Plaintiffs worked to

acquire AD technology from Dr Miller he concealed

Millers identity and background from his own gov

ernment by filing an official application to the Indian

government falsely declaring that the technology for

the AD process would be acquired from different

scientist Dr Phillip Adams Adams Dep 99-101

133 Shroff assertedly withheld Millers involve

ment in the project stating that Angus didnt know

that we and Miller are in touch They still

think it is Dr Phil Adams L.etter from Shroff to

Miller July 30 1991 DX 41

Avowedly as soon as Angus learned that Shroff

would be obtaining AD technology from Miller An

gus filed suit in the Circuit Court of Cook County

the Cook County Action to enjoin Miller from

misappropriating its trade secrets Two years later

when Angus was faced with discovery ruling that

would have required it to disclose the very details of

the technology it sued to protect Angus voluntarily

dismissed its own suit

The following year in 1994 Plaintiffs initiated this

action challenging Anguss pursuit of the Cook

County Action The Indian Plaintiffs allege that but

for Anguss initiation of the Cook County Action

Plaintiffs would have sold AD as well as other chem

icals for profit Moreover 1CM claims that it would

have sold technology to the Indian Plaintiffs and oth

ers Thus in the second amended complaint the Indi

an Plaintiffs alleged n/er a/ia that they intended to

manufacture AD i-NP and certain other specified

chemicals and that Defendants used various anti-

competitive means to thwart Plaintiffs plans

RELEVANT STATUTE

The FTAIA states

Sections to of this title Shemian Act shall not

apply to conduct involving trade or commerce other

than import trade or import commerce with foreign

nations unless-

such conduct has direct substantial and reason

ably foreseeable effect-

1008 on trade or commerce which is not trade

or commerce with foreign nations or on import trade

or import commerce with foreign nations or

on export trade or export commerce with foreign

nations of
person engaged in such trade or com

merce in the United States and

such effect gives rise to claim under the provi

sions of sections to of this title other than this

section

if sections to of this title apply to such conduct

only because of the operation of paragraph lD
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then sections to of this title shall apply to such

conduct only for injury to export business in the

United States ISU..$.C.Ga 1982

ANALYSIS

Defendants move to dismiss Plaintiffs second

amended complaint for lack of subject matter juris
FNI

diction

FThIL In this regard

The district court may properly look bey

ond the jurisdictional allegations of the com

plaint and view whatever evidence has been

submitted on the issue to determine whether

in fact subject matter jurisdiction exists

2112 Slim ehank Development Corp. 182

F.3d 548 554 7th Cir.1999 quoting apit

olLeasing.jpj ED/C 999 f.2d 188 191

7th Cir 19j per curiam

SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION

DIRECT SUBSTANTIAL AND REASON
ABLY FORESEEABLE EFFECT ON DOMEST

IC COMMERCL

Defendants threshold argument is that the court lacks

subject matter jurisdiction because Plaintiffs have

failed to demonstrate that Defendants alleged anti

trust conduct has direct substantial and reason

ably fbreseeable effect on United States commerce

as required by the FTAIA

Section of the Sherman Act prohibits conspiracy

in restraint of trade or commerce among the several

States or with foreign nations JjLLSC Sec

tion of the Sherman Act prohibits monopolization

and attempted monopolization of the trade or com

merce among the several States or with foreign na

tions 15 U.S.C Section Ga supra which was

added to the Sherman Act in 1982 sets forth the cii

teria for determining United States antitrust jurisdic

tion over international business transactions 15

USC Ga

In 1982 Congress enacted the FTA1A as an amend

ment to the Sherman Act to clarify the extraterritorial

reach of the federal antitrust laws O.N.E jptog

Ltd Flota Mercante Grancolainbiana LA $30

F.2d 449 451 2d Cir.l987 Roger Alford The

Extratetoriaipplicatinn of Antitrust Laws

Postscript on Hartford Fire Insurance Co Califbr

nia 34 Va.J.Intl 213 216 l993. The purposes

of the FTAIA as set forth in its legislative history

are to encourage the business community to engage

in efficiency producing joint conduct in the export of

American goods and services and to amend the

Sherman Act to create unitary statutory test to de

termine whether American antitrust jurisdiction exists

over certain international transactions H.R.Rep No

686 97th Cong 2d Sess reprinted in 1982

US.Code Cong Ad News 2487

Congress enacted the FTAIA because it believed that

American jurisdiction over international commerce

should be limited to transactions that affect the

American economy i/art ford Fire his Cqftbrnia

509 U.S 764 796 23 113 S.Ct 2891.125

L.Ed.2d 612 citing H.R.Rep No 686 97th Cong

2d Sess reprinted in 1982 U.S.Code Cong Ad

News 2487 Phillip Areeda Herbert Hovenkamp

Antitrust Law 236a Supp 1992 Congress be

lieved that the concern of the antitrust laws is pro

tection of American consumers and American export

ers not 1009 foreign consumers or producers Phil-

lip Areeda Herbert Hovenkamp Antitrust Law

272h2 1997 emphasis in original With this in

mind Congress amended the Shennan Act by

passing the FTAIA so that jurisdiction over foreign

commercial conduct would not be exercised unless

such conduct had direct substantial and reason

ably foreseeable effect on United States commerce

Moreover Congress intended that the antitrust laws

would not be triggered by any minor impact but

only by direct substantial and reasonably foresee

able effects on United States commerce Phillip

Areeda Herbert Hovenkamp Antitrust Law

272h2 1997

LJJT2J Under the FTAIA the proscriptions of the

Sherman Act apply to trade or commerce with for

eign nations other than import transactions only

when the conduct providing the basis for the claim

has direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable

anticompetitive effect on United States domestic

commerce The amendment was clearly intended to
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exempt from United States antitrust law conduct that

tacks the requisite domestic effect even where the

anti-trust conduct originates in the United States or

involves American-owned entities operating abroad

Optinuon LA Leent carp 926 F.Supp 530 532

fP.Pa 19961

The FTAIA does not however preclude alt persons

or entities injured abroad from recovering under

United States antitrust laws When the activity com

plained of has demonstrable effect on United States

domestic commerce foreign corporations injured

abroad may seek recovery under the Sherman Act As

the House Report states the FTAIA preserves anti

trust protections in the domestic marketplace for all

purchasers regardless of nationality or the situs of

the business.. l-l.R.Rep No 686 97th Cong 2d

Sess reprinted in 1982 Code Cong Ad News

2487

The effect on domestic commerce required by the

FTAIA must be sufficient to give rise to claim

under the Sherman Act 15 U.S.C 6afjj

plaintiffs showing of domestic effects must include

demonstration of antitrust injury to the market or to

competition in general not merely injury to individu

als or individual firms McGlinchJy...Shell Chant

Cc 845 F.2d 802 815 L9th Cr1988 see eg
Blackburn Sseenev 53 F.3d 825 830 t7th

Cir.19951 antitrust claim requires injury due to

effects
.. on competition Dial Car Inc

.Tixwsarlatwn Inc 82 F.3ji 484 486

fl.C.Cir 996 antitrust claim requires

anticompetitive impact on the market as whole

Moreover conduct on American soil is not always

sufficient to prove
effect on domestic commerce be

cause it is the situs of the effect not the conduct

which is crucial Liamna Tiiurs flit Of Caribbean

Tour/sin Consultaitis Lid Travel Inpressjgj.y.

Lid 617 F.Sqpp 920 924 E.D.N.Y.1985..

As discussed hereinafier the court finds that the al

leged conduct underlying Plaintiffs claims can have

had no effect on any United States commerce in the

chemicals that Plaintiffs state they would have manu

fäctured Discovery has revealed that there is only

one chemical as to which Plaintiffs took even prelim

inary steps-AD which Plaintiffs did not intend to sell

in the United States Plaintiffs may have considered

making I-NP but only for their own use in manufac

turing AD As for the other chemicals named in the

second amended complaint the record shows at

most that Plaintiffs had conclusory intent to think

about making them at some point in the future Re

spectfully conjecture alone however cannot estab

lish the necessary domestic effect under the FTAIA

as matter of law McEldern Cathay Pacific .4 it

gys Lid 678 F.Supp 1071 1078 S.D.N.Y.1988

FTAIA requires more than speculative domestic

effects Plaintifth failure to establish any anticom

petitive domestic effect jurisdictional implicitly

fails to meet the requisite direct substantial and

reasonably foreseeable effect test and requires dis

missal of their antitrust claims lOIOtThc// Bras Ca

Bank of Guam 28 F.3d 1535 1544 t9th Cir.f9943

SHOWING OF THE REQUISITE EFFECT

ON DOMESTIC AB SALES HAS NOT BEEN

MADE

In late 1990 and early 1991 Plaintiffs decided to man

ufacture AD in Vapi India2d Am Cniplt 55

Plaintiffs planned to manufacture AD by using tech

nology developed through joint venture called

Milier-Deltachem in which JCM was one of the prin

cipals Id 57 59

PlaintifTh first allege that Defendants used various an

ticompetitive means to interfere with Plaintiffs AD

plans including making threats against Plaintilfd po
tential AB customers and initiating sham state

court lawsuit the Cook County action in 1991 to

prevent JCMs principal Miller Anguss former

Vice President for Research and Development from

divulging Anguss trade secrets 2d Am. Cmplt lj

85-89 97b-e Defendants maintain however that

even if Plaintiffs allegations misconduct have

merit the evidence demonstrates that there could

have been no effect on domestic commerce

Plaintiffs Would Not Have Sold AD In The

United States

Plaintiffs threshold argument is that they would

have sold AD in the United States if the Defendants

had not intentionally interfered with their efforts to
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manufacture AR Defendants however argue that

Plaintiffs never intended to sell AD in the United

States and that Plaintiffa even if they had wanted to

could not have made any AD sales in the United

States Defendants farther assert that even if their al

leged scheme to prevent the Plaintiffs from manufac

turing AD had been successful it could have had no

effect on domestic commerce must less the required

direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable ef

fect sufficient to give rise to cause of action under

the Sherman Act They assert that the FTAIA re

quires dismissal of Plaintiffs claims

a- Plaintiffs Did Not Have An Intent Or Ability

To Sell AD In The United States

The evidence in tIns case indicates that Shroff began

to develop plans to manufacture AD after Phillip

Adams Shroffs consultant told him that it was

good project for India Shroff Dep 35-36

Moreover Anant Thakore past president of the In

dian Drug Manufacturer Association who has been

involved in the Indian AD business since the early

1970s and who is considered to be the best authority

in India on the subject testified that Indian buyers

purchase 90-95% of the worlds AS supply Thakore

Dep 38 285-86 328 390 see also Id at 63

potential customers AD were anyone who

makes ethambutol in India

The record demonstrates that Miller learned about

Shroffs companies at meeting with Adams and one

of Shroffs chemical brokers Eugene Klim At the

meeting Miller told Adams and Klim that he was

interested in talking with because he had busi

ness that would be very good in India and that he

had process for making whose market is in In

dia KIim Aff DX 140 Khm Dep 45-47

Moreover Adams told Miller that he would pass on

Millers card to Shroff because Miller said that the

market was in India and we had no need for

in this country Adams Dep 83 see also Ed at 1-82

Miller said that the AD product would be used in

India Klim himself had no interest in AD be

cause as he swore in an affidavit submitted in the

Cook County action the market for it is in india

with no U.S business IClim Aff II DX 140 see

also Khm Dep 54 56-57

The day after the meeting with Miller KIim alerted

Shroff to an opportunity to license proven pro

cess to manufacture product for which there is an

ongoing requirement in India for 1.5 million lbs.

1011 Letter from 13 Klim to Shroff Feb

1991 DX see Klim Dep 1-72 Shroff Dep

40-42 That product turned out to be AD and the

source of the technology was Miller-Deltachem

ShroffDep 42 2d Am Cmplt 59 IClims report to

Shroff on the Indian demand for AD was based on

Millers estimate of the value of this whole thing

Klim Dep 72 subsequent letter to Shroff which

Miller drafted for Klim stated that the demand for

AD was .5 million lbs used in India and

potential 1.5 million lbs in China and that this

product would be used exclusively in Asia especially

India Letter from Klim to Shroff Feb 21

1991 DX see Facsimile from Miller to

Klim undated DX 143 Miller Dep 144 Klim

Dep 82 Shroff Dep 52 55 The Miller/Klim letter

makes no mention of any possible use for AD in the

United States

Two months later Shroff advised Miller that there is

reasonably good market in India based upon his

companys evaluation of import figures

from the Indian government Letter from ShrofT

to Miller Apr 18 1991 DX ShroffDep 64

67 Miller responded with letter describing the

market for AD in India and projecting annual sales

and gross profits for UPL based on the assumption

that UPL pursues only the India AD potential and

not also the Chinese AD market Letter from

Miller to Shroff Apr. 22 1991 D.X see

Shroff Dep 1-72 Neither letter mentions any pos

sibility of selling AD in the United States

Shroffs plans for the size of his AD plant confirm

that Plaintif production and sale of AD was to be

limited to India The Indian Plaintiff Application for

Foreign Collaboration submitted to the Indian gov

ernment estimated the Indian Plaintiffs annual pro

duction of AD in metric tons per year assuming that

the plant would not reach full capacity until its

third year of operation Application at DX see

Shroff Dep 78 132-33 Full capacity for Shroff

meant 1000 metric tons of AD per year which was

precisely his estimate of the annual demand for AD in
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India

So your estimate was you planned to build plant

with an annual capacity of 1000 metric tons of AR

based upon your assessment that the demand in India

for AR was approximately that

Yeah

ShrofiDep 134

The fact that Plaintiffs AR plans were limited to non-

United States markets is further demonstrated by

Plaintiffs intent to sell AR for use only in manuflic

turing ethambutol which is not made in the United

states.E Moreover Shroff knows of no other uses

for AR except fbr the manufacture of ethambutol

ShroffDep 147 see also Id at 773 AR that United

Phosphorus might undertake to make would be used

for the production of Ethambutol Miller also

denied any knowledge that Shroff or his companies

planned to do anything with AR other than to sell it

to ethambutol makers Miller Dep 405 Moreover

Plaintifth litigation consultant Peter Kizuik who was

formerly sales manager for nitroparaffins at Anguss

competitor W.R Grace knows of no application for

AR other than the production of ethambutol Kizuik

Dep 49 51 104

ENL It appears no company has manufac

tured ethambutol in the United States during

the entire period covered by Plaintiffs

claims Little Aff

The record further demonstrates that Plaintiff would

not have sold AB to the Italian
fiicility

of American

Cyanamid or its subsidiary L.ederle Angus DC Br

12 14-16 During the period covered by PlaintifW

lawsuit the Lederle division of the American Home

Products formerly division of American Cyanam

id was the only company in the world that had

FDA approval to sell ethambutol domestically

I.ederle imported ethambutol into the United States

from italy where it made 1012 ethambutol using an

AR intermediate that it buys in India. Id 11 see also

Gupta Dep 122-24 430-3 432-33 L.effler Dep

492 aside from L.ederle else sells etham

butol in the United States The record shows that the

very small amount of AB that was sold in this coun

try during the relevant time period was used solely as

an ingredient in product for making rocket motors

which was unrelated to ethambutol the only use of

AR for which Plaintiffs were aware

Plaintiffs allegation that they would have sold AR to

American laboratory supply houses PIs DC Br 11

12 14-15 and that there was every reason to

think that Miller eventually would have told Shroff

about supply houses is not supported by the record

PIs DC Br 12 The record demonstrates that

Shroff had no plans to sell AR to supply houses did

not know about this outlet for AB sales and had no

interest in it Clearly Plaintiffs had no intention of

selling AB to American supply houses because

neither Miller nor Shroff ever had any discussions

with single American supply house Miller Dep

413 Shroff Dep 144-45 16 1-62 Rather as of the

documents and testimony reveal Plaintiffs intended

to sell AR to ethambutol makers abroad The record

in the case reveals only that Millers former partner

Rurkholder may have talked to supply houses

about AB see P1s DC Br 27 Miller testified that

Rurkholder may have mention cer

tainly possibility dont know Miller Dep

543-44

The record further demonstrates that if Plaintiff

could have sold to supply houses such sales would

not amount to any kind of substantial effect on do

mestic commerce Plaintiffs catalogues indicate that

supply houses sell AR in tiny volumes-offering AB

in 1-gram to 500-gram quantities as effective prices

ranging from $142 to $18600 per kilogram See PIs

Exs In comparison Angus sold AR to 3M in

1994 for $15.76 per kilogram DX 296 The record

clearly indicates that AR is not purchased in signific

ant quantities from supply houses

This court finds that based on the record that

Plaintiff had no actual plans to sell AR in this coun

try and that there would have been no significant AR

sales opportunities for Plaintiffs in this country even

if they had tried to sell AR here For instance Miller

testified that he had no conversation with any poten

tial customers for AR in the United States Miller

Dep 413 Moreover Shroff testified that he and his

marketing man spoke with ten to twelve potential

AR customers all of which were located in India
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ShroffDep 144-45 161-62 Plaintiffs have put forth

no evidence tending to show that but for the claimed

antitrust violations they would have sold AD do

mestically

It is clear that Plaintiffs cannot carry their burden of

showing direct substantial and reasonably fore

seeable effect on domestic commerce under the

FTAIA As Plaintiffs own liability expert agreed

any effect upon United States commerce based on

what has seen with respect to AD sales would

be less than substantial Leffler Dep 475-76

The Only Domestic AB Buyer Would Not Have

Purchased AB From Plaintiffs

While Plaintiffs assert that they would have sold AD

in the United States Defendants argue that they

would have found no buyers

The evidence indicates that during the time period

covered by Plaintiffs claims 3M was the only cus

tomer in the United States that purchased AD AD

Customer Sales 1992-1994 fix L.ittel Aff 5-7

Dx Plaintiffs expert acknowledged that the

only AB thats sold in the United States is to 3M
L.effler Dep 443 rae a/co Angus Oil-Schedule Price

Authorization eff .lan l994 DX 296 all AD

other than AD sold to 3M is sold outside the United

States

1013 Dr Anthony Manzara Division Scientist at

3M testified that 3M purchases very small

amounts of AD which is used by others in the manu

facture of rocket motors Manzara Dep. 25-26 29

Between 1992 and 1994 3M purchased less than

0.4% of the worlds AD production manufactured for

sale with 1994 sales to 3M totaling under $25000

representing 0.16% of all sales and 0.14% of total

volume AD Customer Sales 1992-1994 Dx Lit-

tel AfT Dx L. Dr L.effier characterized Anguss

AD sales in the United States trivial L.effler

Dep 467

The record indicates that this small amount of AD

business would not have been available to Anguss

competitors For example 3M has never conducted

any formal bidding for its AD purchases and it has

never solicited offers from other AD suppliers even

when WIt Grace well-know Angus competitor

offered AD for sale Manzara Dep 31 45 Dr Man

zara explained that 3M purchases Anguss AD be

cause of its quality purity and general reliability

that 3M is contractually bound to give its customers

six-months notice of any change in its AD supplier

and that changing 3Ms AD supplier entailed risk of

producing an inferior product which could

jeopardize 3Ms AD supplier relationship with its

customers Id at 2-35 44-45

As result 3Ms AD purchases are too small-and

the risk and effort required to switch are too great-

for 3M to change its AD supplier as long as Angus

supplies good quality product on timely delivery

schedule without unreasonable price increases Id at

46 Dr Manzara testified that the risks and costs of

changing AD suppliers would overwhelm any pos

sible savings Id at 46 I-Ie farther stated that even if

Angus had doubled the price of its AD it prob

ably would not have been major concern to 3M
Id at 114 Furthermore even if new supplier like

Plaintiffs offered to cut Angus AD prices in half

3M probably wouldnt he interested Id at 139

This court finds that 3M would not have purchased

AD from Plaintiffs and consequently there would be

no applicable direct substantial and reasonably fore

seeable effect on domestic commerce

Plaintiffs Cannot Bootstrap By Claiming Effects

On Domestic Ethambutol Sales

141 Defendants assert that Plaintifft cannot claim do

mestic injury by supposing that their exclusion from

the Indian AD business had an effect on domestic

sales of ethambutol Any alleged effect would not

result in an injury to Plaintiffs because they have not

claimed that they either intended to make ethamb

utol or were prevented from making single eth

anibutol sale Moreover during the relevant time

period Lederle had the required FDA authorization

to provide ethambutol to domestic consumers

The record indicates that there is no factual basis by

which Plaintiffs can claim that there is link between

alleged misconduct in claimed foreign AD markets

and the supply or price ofLederles ethambutol in the
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United States Plaintiffs expert Dr Leffler has no

opinion about whether domestic ethambutol sales are

themselves substantial and he has conducted no

analysis of how changes in overseas AD prices affect

the price of ethambutol that Lederle sells here

L.effier Dep 492-93 495 Moreover based on the re

cord there is no reason to suppose that Lederle the

only domestic ethambutol supplier would have pur

chased AD from new supplier like Plaintiffs As Dr

Lefiler noted Lederle could lose its FDA approval by

changing AB suppliers Id at 47 Furthermore both

Shroff and Miller testified that they never spoke to

anyone at Lederle or American Cyanamid about the

possibility of selling AD to Lederle ShroffDep 163

Miller Dep 405 Since the early 1990s L.ederie has

satisfied its needs by purchasing an intermediate

D2AD that its supplier L.upin L.aboratoriesl014

makes in India with AD from Angus See Gupta Dep

430-31

The FTAIA explicitly bars antitrust actions alleging

restraints in foreign markets for inputs such as AD
that are used abroad to manufacture downstream

products like ethambutol that may later be imported

into the United States. Clearly the domestic effects

in such case if any would obviously not be

direct much less substantial and reasonably

foreseeable Papsi Alororan Gin/il-f KanenwrtuGo.s

ha Inc 629 F.Sppp864 869 S.D.NYI986

Papsts alleged restraint on SIC in fapan cannot be

said to have an anticompetitive effect upon United

States commerce based upon later sale of STC

manufactured motors in the United States since juris

diction over Sherman Act claims is not supported by

every conceivable repercussion of the action objected

to on United States commerce see also Phillip

Areeda Herbert Hovenkamp Anlitrnsl Law 364a

rev ed 1995 radiating injuries through the eco

nomy are far beyond the ability or willingness of an

titrust courts to trace and measure

In Ezuin-Phann the court rejected an attempt to es

tablish jurisdiction by claiming that restraints abroad

had spillover effect on domestic commerce and

noted that is precisely the type of case Con

gress sought to eliminate from United States antitrust

jurisdiction EnnnP/iann Ginhi- Pflzei inc 593

RSupp 1102 1106-07 SD.NY 19841 When the

court denied Plaintiffs motion to compel discovery

regarding the Lupin Defendants sales to ethambutol

manufacturers it recognized that claimed effects on

domestic ethambutol market are insufficient to estab

lish subject matter jurisdiction in case alleging mis

conduct in overseas markets for products used to

manufacture ethambutol Tr 40 Nov 30 1999 Ex
there is not subject matter jurisdiction because

it winds up with an end product that is different than

was sold in Italy In view of the foregoing the

court finds that this claim of Plaintiffs cannot stand

Defendants Have Not Stopped Plaintiffs From

Making AB

Plaintiffs claim that Defendants were the cause of

Plaintiffs failure to sell AD in the United States De

fendants counter that Plaintiffs now are making AD

and that Plaintiffs long delay in making AD was

purely matter of their own business choice

The record shows that Shroff testified in 1996 that he

was waiting for thit litigation filed by his companies

to conclude before going forward with AD produc

tion See e.g Shroff Dep 481 684 708-09 By

March 1999 however Shroff had determined that his

lawsuit was moving too slowly and he decided to be

gin making AD Id at 756-57 see afso Dave Dep 92

Shroff instructed his scientists to begin work on AD

in mid-1998 The evidence indicates that UPL has

produced samples AD and working on pilot

plant production using successful AD process that

is really simple and good and that requires only

easily available raw materials Shrofi Dep 761-62

767 770-71 see a/so Dave Dep 95-101 raw materi

als and equipment necessary for UPL to make AD are

easily available UPL thus was prepared to go into

full production as soon as possible Shroff Dep

761 Moreover UPLs general manager of research

and development testified that he was confident that

UPL can manufacture and sell AD more cheaply than

Angus can Dave Dep 104

Accordingly this court finds that Plaintiffs failure to

sell AD in the United States was consequence of

Plaintiffs own business decisions and thus cannot be

considered as an effect of any conduct of

Dekndants
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SHOWING OF THE REQUISITE EFFECT

ON DOMESTIC 1-NP SALES HAS NOT BEEN

MADE

LJ Plaintiffs claim that there is demand for 1-NP in

the United States and 1015 that Defendants preven

ted the Indian Plaintiffs from manufacturing 1-NP

which they allege would also have been made with

technology provided by Miller-Deitachem See eg
2d Am Cmplt 11 95 117b 158b Defendants

aver however that Plaintiffs began to consider man

ufacturing 1-NP only to fulfill their own requirements

for AB production and not for sale in the United

States Id ir 92-95

The record demonstrates that Plaintiffs 1-NP plans

were limited to 1-NP production for Plaintiffs own

use to make AS Angus DC Br 17-18 For instance

Shroff testified that he did not believe that any other

market exists for 1-NP

And your intent at the time was to make 1-NP to

use as raw material for the manufacture of AS
Thats right

You had no intention of selling I-NP anywhere

else or doing anything with 1-NP other than making-

Theres no market

Theres no market for 1-NP

dont tlunk so

Shroff Dep 15-16 As result Plaintiffs intended to

manufacture I-NP only for their own account to

make AR id at 44 5-46 Shro fs plan for the I-NP

that planned to make was produce for our

own requirements and AB was the only product

that Shroff had in mind for 1-NP Moreover

Shroff never investigated any uses for 1-NP other

than making AB ld at 907 Furthermore because

Plaintiffs had no plans for 1-NP other than for their

own use they never identified single potential

American consumer for 1-NP Miller Dep 368-69

Shroff testified that in order to make 1-NP Plaintiffs

would need new plant however they did not draw

up any plans or blueprints or have any discussions

with contractors or construction companies Shroff

Dep 444 Thus there are no written business plans

or projections of any kind involving I-NP Id at

445 However while the record shows that Plaintiffs

did consider purchasing Graces Grace ni

troparaffins plant in Deer Park Texas Shroffs $5

million offer was considered grossly inadequate be

cause Grace had determined that $20 million was an

appropriate sales price Neeves Dep 78 83 96 Kiz

iuk Dep 192-93 In fact Plaintiffs litigation consult

ant Peter Kiziuk testified that $5 million offer was

insufficient and that anyone who made such an offer

serious contender Kiziuk Dep 192-93

As demonstrated by the record even though Plaintiffs

claim they had no available source to purchase I-NP

2d Am Cmplt ifi 92-95 it is unclear whether the

Indian Plaintifis would have manufactured 1-NP for

their own use in the production of AB There are

three other methods for making AS that do not re

quire 1-NP Thakore Dep 336-37 see also Dave

Dep 95 98 101-102 106 describing three ways to

make AS without 1-NP JCM had contracted with

the Indian Plaintiffs to develop process for making

AS that did not require I-NE Miller Dep 415-16

420 Shroff Dep 467. Moreover UPLs general man

ager of research and development reports that UPL is

working on two different methods for making AU

that do not involve 1-NP and it expects to undercut

the price of the AB that Angus makes using 1-NP

Dave Dep. 95 98 101-02 104 see also Shroff Dep

766-67 770-71 Because the indian Plaintiffs have

decided to make AS without 1-NP Shroff states they

have no plans to manufacture I-NP Shrofi Dep. 773

The court also notes that Plaintiffs damages expert

has not opined that they are entitled to any damages

for lost sales of I-NP See Zmijewski Report 16-19

DX 297

This court finds that based upon
the record that the

Indian Plaintiffs did not have firm plans to manufhc

ture 1-NP and that they intended to manufhcture

I-NP only for the purpose of making AS in India and

never considered selling it in the United States

Plaintiffs own I-NP needs 1016 were also uncertain

and are now non-existent given the alternative

methods for producing AS

Plaintiffs therefore cannot sustain their burden un

der the FTAIA by claiming antieompetitive effbcts in

an alleged domestic 1-NP market This court finds

that it would be speculative to suppose that any al
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leged conduct that prevented the Indian Plaintiffs

from making 1-NP could have had any domestic

I-NP sales far less direct substantial and reason

ably foreseeable effect sufficient to give rise to

Sherman Act claim Such speculation cannot over

come the jurisdictional bar of the FTAIA McEh/errt

ÆiF.Supp at 1078 domestic effects that were at

best speculative did not satisfy FTAIA _Lianuirrn

Thurc 617 F.Supp at 925 dismissing action because

the effects in St Kilts are substantial at best

domestic consequences are speculative.

Furthermore it bears noting at this juncture that

Plaintiffs assertion that but for the actions of Angus

they would have purchased the Grace nitroparaffins

plant moved it to India and then used it to manufac

ture chemicals there for sale in the United States is

unavailing The record evidence was that Angus

played no role in this situation Even more import

antly the record establishes that Plaintifth $5 million

offer to purchase the nitroparaffins plant was clearly

insufficient Thus Plaintiffs were not considered to

be serious contenders

SHOWING OF THE REQUISITE EFFECT

ON DOMESTIC SALES OF OTHER CHEMIC
ALS HAS NOT BEEN MADE

UJ Plaintiffs allege in their second amended com

plaint that Defendants prevented them from manufac

turing other basic nitroparaffins in addition to

1-NP i.e 2-nitropropane 2-NP nitromethane

NM and nitromethane NE other nitropa

raffin derivatives including tris amino

2-amino-2-methyl-l -propanol AMP and brono

p01 and variety of other chemicals including

tertiary butyl amine guanidine carbonate phosgene

an ester made from A13 bottoms gas scrubbing

agent chloropicrin and sodium sulfate Eg 2d Am

Cmplt 98-100 108 116 17c-d 158d De

fendants however assert that Plaintif had no spe

cific plans to manufacture these additional chemicals

there was no agreement with Miller-Deltachem

to develop the technology to manufacture the chemic

als and in fact Plaintiffs plans for manufhcturing

these chemicals were nothing more than speculative

Plaintiffs Had No Plans To Manufacture Or Sell

Other Nitroparalfins

Plaintiffs contend that Defendants scheme to prevent

Plaintiffs from manufacturing i-NP also prevented

them from manufacturing other nitroparaffins be

cause 1-NP necessarily entails making all

four of the basic nitroparaffins P1 Br in Oppn 17

filed July 1994. However as has already dis

cussed Defendants maintain that Plaintiffs would

never have made 1-NP under any circumstances

Rather the Indian Plaintiffs intended to make 1-NP

only to supply their own needs for manufacturing

AB and there are number of methods for making

AB that do not require 1-NP including ones the Indi

an PlaintifTh have used

The record demonstrates that Plaintiffs would not

have manufactured I-NP by nitrating propane be

cause it generates large amount of waste material

Miller Pep 251-52 If Plaintiffs had manufactured

1-NP for their own use they would have done so us

ing method that produces no other chemicals The

record further shows that based on Plaintiffs

production assumptions they would not have ni

trated propane to produce 1-NP Plaintiffs would

have satisfied any needs for other basic nitroparaffins

in particular NM on the open market Zmijewski

Report 9-10 DX 297 Plaintiffs thus reached an

agreement that Miller-Deitachem would 1017

provide the Indian Plaintiffs with technology for

manufacturing 1-NP without making other products

ShroffDep 394-95 400

Plaintiffs Had No Plans To Manufacture Or Sell

Other Nitroparaffin Derivatives

Plaintiffs allege that they intended to manufacture ni

troparaffin derivatives which included tris amino

bronopol and AMP because these chemicals would

have been natural business expansions after mak

ing AB and 1-NP Pls DC Br 26 11 Defendants

contend however that Plaintiffs had no actual plan

to manufacture these nitroparaffin derivatives

The evidence demonstrates that Plaintiffs had no plan

to manufacture bronopol For instance Miller has

never done any work on bronopol and he regards it

as not certain but merely probability that
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Plaintiffs will ever make bronopol even after AB

production begins Miller Dep 92-93 96 see also

Adams Dep 57 69-71 Shroff rejected bronopol

technology offered by his consultant Adams in 1991

Moreover Shroff completely lost interest in bronopol

after discovering that two other Indian companies

were already making it Usually we produce diem

icals where there is hardly any competition Shroff

Dep 896-97 see also Adams Dep 57 69-71 Fur

thermore Miller never did any lab vork regarding

the commercialization of any other nitroparaffin de

rivatives listed in the complaint and he never did

any business plan type document with respect to

these chemicals Miller Dep 200 202

With regard to tris amino and AMP the only steps

the Indian Plaintiffs took towards manufacturing ni

troparaffin derivatives includes literature survey

where they were not able to identify single use or

potential buyer for tris amino or AMP Shroff Dep

715-16 718 902-03 Moreover very preliminary

repoit of lab work concerning bronopol was never

completed Dave Dep 175-76 see also Id at 121-22

no research and development efforts of any kind

regarding other derivatives In addition decisions at

UPL about which products to pursue were made by

committee that kept written minutes and UPL has

policy requiring its scientists to keep written records

of any lab work Dave Dep 55-58 61 The record re

flects however that no documents were produced re

fledling plan to manufacture these chemicals Fur

thermore Miller never discussed his ideas for making

AMP with Shroff Miller Dep 200 202

The evidence further shows that Shroff testified that

Plaintiffs are waiting fix the conclusion of this litiga

tion before moving forward with their plans to make

nitroparaffin derivatives See id at 705-06 as
soon as this litigation is over we will go ahead it

at 15-16 Shroffs company decided to wait until lit

igation concludes befbre mov fbi-ward with its

consideration of making tris amino bronopol and

AMP Id at 718-19 AMP plans are on hold because

Shroff is for the litigation to be over Id

at 773-74 with respect to AMP ti-is amino and bro

nopol will make it after the litigation is over

but we may go earlier The record thus demon

strates that its Plaintifli own business decisions that

have kept them from
poessing

towards making ni

troparaffin derivatives

fflj Plaintiffs reliance on Jiea1rwtsjr

Volknvaenwerk AG 553 F.2d

964 sth Cir.l 977 is respectfully inappos

ite See Pis DC Br 26 n. 11 In that case

jury awarded damages to manufacturer of

automobile air conditioners for air condi

tioner models that it actually made and also

for models that it did not make having been

unlawfully excluded from making those

The court held that this issue concerned the

growth .. of ongoing business rather than

the expansion of present business into

new market and that the plaintiff

therefore was not required to show the pre

paredness and intent to expand in these

areas Jieatransfrr 553 F.2d at 986 20

By contrast Plaintiff contention here that

they would have sold ti-is amino bronopol

and AMP in this country clearly involves the

expansion of their business into new

product markets Thus unlike the plaintiff in

Healiansfer Plaintiffs must show

preparedness and intent which they can-

not do

1018 Plaintiffs Had No Plans To Manufacture

Or Sell The Other Chemicals Named In The

Second Amended Complaint

Plaintiffs allege that they would have manufactured

tertiary butyl amine guanidine carbonate phosgene

an ester made from AB bottoms gas scrubbing

agent chloropicrin and sodium sulfate if Defendants

had not interfered with their attempts to do so In

contrast Defendants allege that the record clearly

shows that Plaintifth would never have manufactured

these chemicals

The record demonstrates that Plaintiffs engaged in

preliminary discussions regarding the manufacturing

of these chemicals For instance Plaintifft engaged in

some discussion regarding the possibility of manu

facturing tertiary butyl amine and agreed to follow

up at later date but never did Miller Dep 283-84

Plaintiffs also discussed the possibility of making
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guanidine carbonate in India although they did not

discuss any timetable because they were waiting to

do AR first and then move on to other projects. Id.

at 298 Guanidine carbonate was just somewhere

down the road Id at 622.

Plaintiffs had not engaged in research and develop

ment efforts with respect to most of the chemicals

For example regarding phosgene Plaintiffs have

made no research and development efforts because

their factory is located next to plant that makes

phosgene which allows them to receive it through

direct pipe. Shroff Dep. 859. Furthermore in most in

stances Plaintifft had made no efforts to make or sell

the chemicals see Id and had not identified custom

ers for which the chemicals could be sold. See

Miller Dep. 637-38..

This court finds that the record demonstrates that

Plaintiffs had no plan to manufacture and sell other

nitroparaffins nitroparaffin derivatives and the other

chemicals discussed cupra. listed in the second

amended complaint Plaintiffs cannot point to any

evidence showing that they had developed plan to

manufacture and sell these chemicals in the United

States in any quantity much less quantities that con

stitute substantial effect on domestic commerce.

The record is also undisputed that Plaintiffs failure to

pursue these manufacturing opportunities had nothing

to do with Defendants actions In fact Shroff testified

that the Angus Defendants had done nothing that

would have an affect on whether the Indian Plaintiffs

made these chemicais Shroff Dep. 857-63 see also

Id at 863 between 1992 and 1999 the Indian

Plaintiffs introduced 20 new products and are

selling quite lot in USA without the Angus De

fendants making any attempt to interfere. Clearly

Plaintiffs decision to proceed with the manufacturing

of these chemicals is based on their own business

judgment. Therefore Defendants conduct had no ef

fect on commerce much less direct substantial

and reasonably foreseeable effect sufficient to give

rise to Sherman Act claim See McEldeirv 678

FSupp at 1078 speculative domestic effects in

sufficient under FTAIA.

E. JCMS ALLEGED INJURIES

Plaintiffs assert that Plaintiff .1CM sustained injury as

result of Defendants antitrust conduct. Defendants

avow however that the FTAIA does not give the

court jurisdiction over JCMs claims on the basis of

alleged domestic injuries.

I. The Indian Plaintiffs May Not Piggy-Back
On JCMs Claims.

In this case the record demonstrates that the Indi

an Plaintiffs would have only been injured abroad.

First JCM was not competitor or consumer 1019

in the nitroparaffins and nitroparaffin derivatives

markets which Plaintiffs allege Defendants have

monopolized in violation of the Sherman Act JCMs

involvement was as one of two joint venturers in

MiIIer-Deltachem that was allegedly going to sell

technology to the Indian Plaintiffs so that they could

manufacture chemicals. The contracts between

Miller-Deltachem and the Indian Plaintiffs prevented

Miller-Deltachem and JCM from using Miller-.

Deltachems technology to manufacture the chemicals

themselves See AR Technology Sales Agreement

4.2 DX 49 The Process Technology Package

shall be and remain the property of SUCL. Id. 1145

All Process Technology ..
shall be the sole and ex

clusive property of SUCL. MDV will not sell any

AB Process Technology to any third party 1-NP

Technology Sales Agreement 42 4.5 DX 48

same with respect to 1-NP. Furthermore the alleged

injury to 1CM and Miller-Deltachem is that they did

not receive payments that they would have earned for

providing technology to the Indian Plaintiffs.

Under the FTA1A when the courts jurisdiction over

Sherman Act claims rests on claimed effect on

export trade or export commerce ..
of person en

gaged in such tTade or commerce in the United

States the Sherman Act shall apply to such con

duct only for injiny to export business in the United

States. U..S.C.jóa emphasis added. In other

words foreign company cannot demonstrate the

domestic injury requirement by piggy-backing onto

the injury of United States exporter. niinwnj
F.Supp. at 532 internal quotations omitted. The

tinznn court thus held that an Argentine firm alleging

anticompetitive conduct in an Argentine market

cannot maintain an action under the Sherman Act
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based merely upon injury to United States exporters

attempting to enter the Argentine market Id at

533 Similarly in Tire in Porters the court dis

missed suit brought by French clothing distributor

alleging that the defendants anticompetitive conduct

had caused it to terminate its relationship with

number of United States clothing exporters The

PorTers LA Hones Pilniabies Jnc 663 F.Susp

494 499-500 M.D.N.C1981 This court therefore

concludes that the Indian Plaintiffs cannot establish

FTAIA jurisdiction over JCMs claimed export-re

lated injuries because the FTAIA requires an actual

injury to plaintiff within the United States Id at

500

The Alleged Effects On JCM Could Not Give

Rise To Sherman Act Claim

Defendants allege that Plaintiffs have shown no

effect on domestic sales of AB I-NP or any other

chemical and there is no allegation that JCM

suffered any domestic injury in the market To the

contrary JCMs alleged injuries stem from business

that Miller-Deltachem allegedly lost as supplier of

technology to chemical manufacturers and as an in

dustry consultant As the record shows any alleged

domestic effects on .1CM caused by Defendants mis

conduct could not give rise to claim under the

provisions of the Sherman Act

The record demonstrates that the effects of Defend

ants alleged conduct is insufficient to establish an an

titrust claim First the only markets in which

PlaintifTh accuse Defendants of committing monopol

ization offenses are markets for nitroparaffins and ni

troparaffin derivatives Defendants are not parti

cipants in any market for chemical industry consult

ing services and Plaintiffs do not allege antitrust vi

olations in any such market

Second the record contains no evidence concerning

competitive conditions in the market for chemical in

dustry consulting services and there is no reason to

believe that Miller-Deltachems alleged injuries as

supplier of such services could reflect any injury to

competition in that market rather than simply injury

to Miller-Deltachem itself Moreover Plaintiffs liab

ility 1020 expert Dr Leflier has no opinion as to

how competition has been affected by Miller

Deltachem leaving the market altogether Leffler

Dep 502 It is axiomatic that the antitrust laws were

passed for the protection of competition not com

petitors iirooke Group Ltd Brown FVilhan

son Tobacco Corp 509 U.S 209 224 113 S.Ct

2578 125 j24j68 l99j tee also eg
c/inc Indus. Inc v.Anin Indus. lire 939 F.2d 887

894.110th Cir.1991 because the main purpose of

the antitrust laws is to preserve and promote competi

tion .. or not practice violates the anti

trust laws is determined by its effect on competition

and not its effect on an individual competitor Ac

cordingly the FTAIA requires Plaintiffs to prove

antitrust injury to the market or to competition in

general not merely injury to individuals or individual

firms jtlcGlfnchv 845 F.2d at 815

This court finds that when as here antitrust plaintiffs

can show at most injury to themselves rather than to

the relevant market they have failed to show the

requisite domestic anticompetitive effect and their

claims fail under the FTAIA Id tee alto AicEldem

678 F.Supp at lO7ldR plaintiff cannot overcome

FTAIA with an allegation of mere monetary injury

since Sherman Act plaintiff must show injury to

market or to competition in general not merely injury

to individuals Here Plaintiffs have not shown the

requisite domestic anticompetitive effect regarding

.JCMs unsupported claims of domestic injury

Clearly the lack of any direct substantial and reas

onably foreseeable domestic effect sufficient to give

rise to Sherman Act claim bars Plaintiffs antitrust

claims

THE COOK COUNTY ACTION

Plaintiffs contend that Defendants Angus amended

complaint filed in the Cook County Action operates

as an admission on the impact on domestic com

merce issue See Pls DC Br 16-17 Defendants

however state that Plaintiffs assertion is erroneous

and merely an improper attempt to relieve Plaintiff

of their burden of establishing that Defendants con

duct had direct substantial and reasonably fore

seeable effect on domestic commerce

Plaintiffs admission contention cannot
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prevail As Plaintiffs own citations recognize

pleading from different action is not judicial ad

mission and thus not binding or conclusive iitpi1rz

Inc Sin ith-Mcflonald Cmp 655 F.2d 115 11

7th Cir i.9fifl see also Harbor ins Ca Continent

al Bank Corp 922 F.2d 357 364 7th Cir 1990

doubting that doctrine of men the hold has any

force other than to bar contract party from chan

ging his position in same litigation and declin

ing to determine whether it applies outside the

contract area cited as PIs DC Br 16-17

Furthermore even assuming the admissibility of the

Cook County pleading for some purposes it does

not show that Plaintiffs must prove that they intended

to and were prepared to sell AS I-NP bronopol tris

amino and AMP in the United States At most An

guss amended complaint shows that Angus believed

their trade secrets were at risk because Plaintiffs in

tended to use those secrets to manufacture these

chemicals abroad Furthermore with respect to

the principal products at issue in the Cook County ac

tion Angus believed and still believes that Plaintiffs

intended to use Anguss trade secrets to manuthcture

AB in lndia for sale in India and to manufacture

1-NP for use in manufacturing AS in India Further

more the Cook County amended complaint1021

contains no allegations about sales of any chemicals

in this country

EEl Additionally following further discov

ery in the Cook County action Angus filed

second amended complaint Reply fix.

withdrawing its claims regarding bronopol

tris amino and AMP See i/arbor Ins 922

F.2d at 3644j5 cited by Plaintiffs at PIs DC

Sr 17 if pretrial discovery or other

sources of new information justify change

in contract partys litigating position the

change could not under any circumstances

be deemed forbidden attempt to mend

the hold

As demonstrated by the record it is clear that

Plaintiffs never had any significant plan to make AS
1-NP bronopol tris amino or AMP for sale in the

United States And the subject Cook County pleading

contains no suggestion to the contrary

PLAINTIFFS FTAIAINON

JURiSDICTIONAL CONTENTION

Li2.1 Plaintiffs allege that the FTAIA presents ques

tion of substantive law rather than an issue of juris

diction Plaintiffs thus assert that their antitrust

claims should go to jury because there are disputed

issues of fact conceming the FTAIA and that reas

onable jury could conclude that their claims satisfy

the FTAIA Defendants however correctly point out

that satisfaction of the FTAIAs requirements is

matter of subject matter jurisdiction Accordingly the

FTAIAs threshold subject matter jurisdiction issue

must first be addressed by the court at this time not

by jury at trial

At its essence the FTAIA concerns the very power of

the Court to hear and decide antitrust claims Case

law and other authorities uniformly agree that the

FTAIA limits the jurisdiction of American courts

over antitrust claims involving foreign

commercej Stated differently legal authorities

are consistent in describing the FTAIA issue oresen

led here as one of subject matter junsdiction

ENS See File/ac/i 5.4 France Ta/a

eon Sit. 157 F.3d 922 93lj2d Cir.1998

FTAIA forbids the exercise of jurisdiction

over Sherman Act violations

Caribhean Broadçqii Sys Ltd Cable

Wire/en PLC 148 F.3d 1080 1085

D.C.Cir 998 court has subject matter

jurisdiction only to the extent that the

FTAJA is satisfied Gushi Bras Co Bank

giGuam 28 F.3d 1535 1544 9th Cir.1994

applying FTAIA standard to claim under

the Bank Holding Company Act and holding

that the plaintiffs failure to establish any

anticompetitive domestic effect was jurisdic

tional kit Glint/n S/ic/I C/ieai Ca 845

f.2d 802 813 f9th Cii.l988 FTAIA

precluded subject matter jurisdiction

Filetecb France Telecom 5.4. 1999

WL 92517 at S.D.N.Y.I 999.t Within

the context of the Sherman Act and the

FTAIA to establish jurisdiction defendants

conduct complained of must satisfy the

FTAIA jgga Telecanis Ltd s. Lucen
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Technologies Inc 1997 WL 86413 at

fl.DeI 1997 plaintiffs fail to establish

subject matter jurisdiction under the

FIAJA Gala van SzppIenzentc Ltd

Archer Daniels Midland 1997 WL
732498 at N.D.Cal.l997 Under the

FTAIA courts only have jurisdiction over

conduct involving trade or commerce

with foreign nations1 if that conduct satis

lies the FTAIA Oplinnan 54 4ggepj

Corp 926 f5up 530 533 W.D.Pa.l996

dismissing antitrust claims for lack of sub

ject matter jurisdiction under FTAIA
McEldei rn Cathay Pacific Africans Ltd

673 F.Supp 1071 1077 S.D.NX.1988

Under the federal courts do not

have jurisdiction over claims that do not

meet its standards Popst Alotaren GnzhH

KanenalsuG os/n Inc 629

Eppp 864 869 S.D.N.Y1986 granting

motion to dismiss for lack ofsubject matter

jurisdiction under FTATA Liarnniqa Torns

Trawl hnpessions Ltd 617 F.Supp

920 925 tlE.D.N.Y.l985 claims lacked the

jurisdictional nexus required by f-TAR
The In Portes Ilancs PAn tables

Inc.663 F.Supp 494 499 tM.D.N.C.1987J

FTAIA establishes three requirements that

an antitrust plaintiff must prove to estab

lish subject matter jurisdiction EnAnc

Pharin GrnbH v.Pflerlccc.j93F.Stpp

1102 07 SflNX.1984 granting

motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter

jurisdiction under FTAIA See also fa
Copper Antitrust LOiation 117 f.Supp.2d

875 W.D.Wis.2000

ENâ Plaintiff supplemental citation of Qg

Silco Kinslco Intl Corp. 229 F.34358

2nd Cr2000 respectfully is of no aid to

Plaintiffs As is pertinent here that case

merely recites general generic principles re

garding the analytical approach as to wheth

er an issue affects subject matter jurisdiction

or the merits And factually Da Silva is

Title VII not an antitrust case

As the District Judge stated in his prior opinion in

this case Congress passed the FTAIA to amend

the Sherman Act so that jurisdiction over foreign

commercial conduct would not be exercised unless

such conduct had direct substantial and reason

ably foreseeable effect on lO2ZUnited States corn

merce United Phosphorus Ltd Angus Chew

Co. 1994 VL 577246 nt fN.D.lll Oct 18 1994

emphasis added The legislative history also com

pels the same conclusion it was Congresss intent

to address only subject matter Ira isdiction in

passing the FTAIA which does not affect the legal

standards for determining whether conduct violates

the antitrust laws H.R.Rep No 686 97th Cong 2d

Sess reprinted in 1982 U.s Code Cong Ad

News 2487 emphasis added

The FTAIA therefore clearly presents jurisdiction

al question that must be resolved by court before

case may proceed to determination regarding its

merits In Steel Co Otizen.rjbr Better Environ

nrent 523 U.S 83 94-95 113 S.Ct 1003 140

L.Ed.2d 210 1998 the Supreme Court explained

that Iwjithout jurisdiction the court cannot proceed

at all in any cause The requirement that jurisdic

tion be established as threshold matter. is

inflexible and without exception See also Okora

Bohncan 164 F.3d 1059 1061 7th Cir.1999

jurisdictional issues should be addressed first and if

they are resolved against jurisdiction the case is at an

end and there is no occasion to address the merits
Cook Wigfrev 141 F.3d 322 325 17th Cir.l998

federal court must assure itself that it possesses

jurisdiction over the subject matter before it can

proceed to take any action respecting the merits

Plaintiffs have not cited any real authority to support

their claim that the FTAIA presents question of

substantive law In fact Plaintiffs argument in

support of their unprecedented position is to note that

the FTAIA does not contain the word jurisdiction

Plaintiffs fbrther contention that reasonable jury

could conclude that their claims satisfy the FTAIA

is unavailing because the court must decide wheth

er jurisdiction exists not whether there is sufficient

evidence to have trial on the jurisdictional issues

In re WL 1999 WL 33878 at N.D.lll Jan

19 1999 Moreover disputes over material facts

will not preclude the district court from determining
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the jurisdictional issues Lumpkin United Statgy

791 F.Supp 747 749 jjJ.TlLl992 Therefore

questions of jurisdiction must be determined by the

court and not by jury see e.g ./emme Gin/mn

Inc Great Lakes Dredge Dock Co 513 U.s

527 537-38 115 SEt 1043 130 L.Ed.2d 1024

l99J and no case can properly go to trial if the

court is not satisfied that it has jurisdiction Grair

ibid United States 796 F.2r1 924 927th
Cir 19861

FN7 Plaintif citation to IIarford Fire Ins

Go Galifhrnia 509 U.S 764 113 5.Ct

2891 125 L.Ed.2d 612.119931 is misplaced

In explaining that the district court there

undoubtedly had jurisdiction the Court

included footnote describing the FTAIA

and noted that the conduct alleged plainly

meets FTAIAsJ requirements jfgjl

ford Fire 509 U.S at 795-96 23 113

S.C1 2891 emphasis added The Supreme

Courts reference to the FTAIA in its explan

ation that subject matter jurisdiction was un

contested firmly established that the FTAIA

sets forth standards governing the jurisdic

tion of American courts over foreign anti

trust actions Like even other relevant au

thority Hartford Fire demonstrates that the

FT AlA is jurisdictional

On different Hartford Fire issue raised by

Plaintiffs Plaintiffs also claim that under

Hartford Fire they need only show

substantial effect in the United States to

pursue
their antitrust claims and not the

direct substantial and reasonably foresee

able effect required by the FTAIA But as

noted above even arguenda if the Hartford

standard is applied for all the same reasons

that the undisputed record shows no direct

substantial and reasonably foreseeable eEL

fect on domestic commerce under the

FTAJA the record shows no substantial ef

fect on domestic commerce under the test

proposed

This court finds that given the case law and legislat

ive history that it is clear that the FTAIA is matter

of subject matter jurisdiction that limits the jurisdic

tion of American courts over antitrust claims in

volving foreign commerce Thus any disputed facts

regarding the courts subject matter jurisdiction must

be resolved by the court at this timt See Filetech LA
France Telecom 5.4. 157 F.3d 922 932 2d

Cir.j.99. district court erred in failing 1023 to re

solve fbctual disputes concerning jurisdiption under
FN8

the FTAJA before reaching other issues

EN$ Relevantly see also citation and quo
tation at Footnote herein 1008 supra

IL FTAIA APPLICABILITY

1111 Plaintiffs argue that the FT AlA is not applicable

in this case because they would have been involved

in exporting chemicals from India into the United

States but for the alleged antitrust violations PIs DC

Br 35-37. Defendants counter that Plaintifth argu

ment is both incorrect and irrelevant

In asserting their theory PlaintilL rely on the

FTAIAs introductory language which states that the

FTAIAs requirement of direct substantial and

reasonably foreseeable effect un domestic com

merce applies to claims involving trade or coin

merce other than import trade or import commerce

with foreign nations 15 U.S.C..Aa Based on this

language Plaintiffs assert that the parenthetical ex

clusion of import trade or import commerce means

that foreign antitrust claim need never satis the

FTAIA as long as it involves products that might be

slnpped to the United States It is therefore Plaintiffs

contention that if foreign antitrust plaintiff merely

alleges that it would have exported goods to the

United States then the FTAIA requirement would

not apply

The court determines that Plaintifft position is not

correct statement of the law The main significance

of the FTAIA is to make clear that the concern of

the antitrust laws is protection of Amen can con

sumers and American exporters not foreign con

sumers or producers-a concern that is triggered by

direct substantial and reasonably foreseeable effects

on United States commerce not by any minor im

pact Phillip Areeda Herbert Hovenkamp Anti

trust lair 272h2 at 362-63 1997 emphasis in on-
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ginal see also The in qtjcaAjLf3 ESitnpat

499 The antitrust laws goal of protecting American

consumers and producers cannot realistically be

served by Plaintiffs version of the ETAIA which

would permit foreign plaintiffs to bring treble dam

ages suits based on conduct that has only indirect in

substantial and unforeseeable effects on commerce

in this country

Accordingly Plaintiffs theory has been consistently

rejected by the courts which have recognized that

the import trade or import commerce exception to

the FTAIA applies only to domestic nnporteis

Macga Tekcomns Ltd Luceit Technologies Inc

1997 WL 86413 at n22 D.DcLf997 Reply Ex

AAA emphasis added accord Coors Brewine Co

Miller Brewing Co 889 F.SuppJ 394 1398

D.Colo 1995 FTAIA applies to antitrust claims in

volving foreign markets with the exception of

claims brought by domestic importers emphasis

added Tue JiL Porters 663 F.Su.pp at 499 FTAIA

establishes requirements that an antitrust plaintiff

other than domestic importer must prove to estab

lish subject matter jurisdiction emphasis added

rae also Papst Motocn inthU 629 F.Supp at 869

FTAIA required dismissal of antitrust claims al

leging restraints abroad claimed to affect products

shipped to the United States These courts have

thus held that the FTAIA exempts those claims that

involve the business of United States firms that im

port goods into the United States and not all claims

involving the export of goods to the United States

from abroad or all claims involving goods may even
FN9

tually be shipped to the United States

EJS2 The legislative history that Plaintifth

cite is not inconsistent with all this case law

The legislative history does not describe the

FTAIA as exempting from its coverage all

claims involving goods shipped to the

United States but only claims involving im

port transactions see PIs DC Br

36-37-i the business of domestic firms

importing goods into the United States

The only case that even remotely supports

Plaintiffs position is Eskojbt A/S El Dti

Pont Dc Nemonrs Co 72 F.Supp 81

S.D.N.Y.l995 However more recent de

cisions have declined to follow its flawed

analysis which conflicts with the great

weight of authority SeeS Mecrg.a 1997J1L

86413 at 22 Plaintiffs additional cita

tions of IfartJbrd Fire and EurhnP harm do

not assist them See Pls DC Br 37 Hart

ford Fire said nothing at all about the excep

tion for import transactions Eurim-Pharm

also did not address the issue and in any

event the dicta quoted by Plaintiffs refers

like the legislative history only to import

transactions which limits the exceptions

scope to claims brought by domestic import

ers See wnV/Jpnn 593 F.Supp at 1106.

Plaintiffs theory is further belied by the language of

the FTAIA because one way 1024 in which

plaintiff can show the requisite direct substantial

and reasonably foreseeable effect on domestic com

merce is by showing such an effect on import trade

or import commerce with foreign nations j5 t.LS.C

ggflf If Plaintiffs theory were correct this

would mean that all import-related antitrust claims

would be immune from the FTAIA and such stat

utory interpretation is not permissible See United

States Nnrdic Village Inc 503 U.S 30 36 112

5.Ct 1011 117 L.Ed.2d 181 1992 statutes must
if possible be construed in such fashion that every

word has some operative effect United States

Rainim 96 F3d 1020 l03.Qj7fli Cir.l996 Further

more leading treatise explains white the FTAIAs

language may be cumbersome and inelegant it

plainly means that the antitrust laws do not apply to

domestic or foreign conduct affecting foreign mar

kets consumers or producers unless there is direct

substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect on the

domestic market Phillip Areeda Herbert Flov

emkamp .dntitrust Lou 272h2 1997 emphasis in

original

In short the court finds that the FTAIA is applicable

to the case herein

CONCLUSIOPJ-

EN1O The court reviewed and considered

all of the points raised by the Plaintiffs in

cluding some that were found impracticable
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and unnecessary to be addressed herein The

court is mindful too that Plaintiff also ad

dressed the subject motion to dismiss issues

in Plaintiffs motion for partial summary

judgment brief and reply The court did re

view and consider all of Plaintiffs argu

ments as to the subject motions to dismiss

that were contained in the described partial

summary judgment briefs of the Plaintiffs

Also the court has reviewed Plaintiffs sur

reply memorandum in opposition and finds

nothing therein that would impact on the

counts motion decision here

In view of the foregoing Defendants motion to dis

miss Counts and II of the second amended con

plaint for lack of subject matter jurisdiction is gran

ted

FN II In view of the courts ruling its un

necessary to consider the other motion argu

ments of the Defendants under Counts

and 11 of the second amended complaint

Too because the court does not have original subject

matter jurisdiction over Plaintilis federal claims
the court has no and thus declines to exercise sup

plemental jurisdiction over Plaintiffs state law tor

tious interference claim Count Ill 28 U.S.C

1367a Pinnev Dock coil Irony Co Penn Cern

ceLTh 196 F.3d 617 621 6th Cir.l999 Do Siloco

kmslzo Joe Coy. 229 F.3d 358 361 2nd Cir.2flQQ

In ic CqppçjAnilenw gqiippj 17 F.Supp.2d

877 W.D.Wis.2Q see f4e/nesc Coinnnipjflat

v.lfdllness House 70 F.3d 46.50 7th Cir.l995i

ND .111 200

United Phosphorus Ltd Angus Chemical Co
131 F.Supp.2d 1003 2001-2 Trade Cases 73336
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Briefs and Other Related Documents

U.S Time Warner Inc.D.D.C.1997

United States District CourtDistrict of Columbia

UNITED STATES of America Petitioner

TIME WARNER INC et al Respondents

No MISC.A 94-338HHC

Jan.22 1997

OPINION

QREENE I.

Before the Court is the petition of the United

States to enforce civil investigative demands CID5
issued by the Department of Justice under the Anti

trust Civil Process Act ACPA 15 U.S.C

11.294.1 The CIDs seek information located in the

United States relating to or monopoliza

tion of domestic and international markets for cable

wire and satellite-delivered music programming

through price-fixing cartels and overbroad joint ven

tures Respondents are the worlds major producers

of prerecorded music and music videos Time Warner

Inc Sony Corporation of America MCA Poly Gram

Holding Inc EMI Music Inc and Bertelsmann Inc

Time Warner is an American company the other re

spondents are American subsidiaries of foreign par

ents

The basic issue is whether under the circumstances

here presented the United States is entitled to invest

igate the factual basis for possible antitrust claims

Under the ACPA the Department of Justice has the

authority to conduct such an investigation if it has

reason to believe that the requested information is

relevant to civil antitrust investigation .15 U.S.Q

1312

Respondents seek to set aside the CIDs insofar as

they relate to their foreign activities contending that

the Department lacks jurisdiction to investigate this

conduct for three reasons respondents are exempt

from the antitrust laws under the Foreign Trade Anti

trust Improvements Act ETAIA 15 U.S.C Ga
the transactions sought to be investigated are moot

Factual Background

The CIDs seek information related to an antitrust in

vestigation of respondents potentially anticompetit

ive conduct in the United States and abroad The

Justice Department claims that such an investigation

might uncover possible violations of the Sherman Act

in the form of worldwide price-fixing conspiracy or

monopoly music programming markets with re

spect to several areas as follows

First the major focus of the antitrust investigation is

on access to prerecorded music and music videos

Respondents control at least 80
per cent of the market

for prerecorded music and music videos They

market their music videos to music video program

mers who broadcast the videos over cable and satel

lite television The music companies control the intel

lectual property rights that attach to their prerecorded

music and music videos These property rights vary

from country to country but in many foreign coun

tries it is not permitted to broadcast music video

without license for the right to perform the video-

the public perfbrmance right-typically held by the

music company

Respondents control various performance rights so

cieties which act as collective licensing bodies for

performance rights At the time the government is

sued its civil investigative demands respondents li

censed the rights to their music and music videos ex

clusively through such societies including both na

tional performance right societies such as Video Per

formance Ltd VPL in Britain and umbrella inter

national copyright societies such as the International

Federation of the Phonographic Industry IPPI In

order to broadcast any music videos produced by re

spondents on their networks outside of the United

States music programming services such as MTV or

Country Music Television must pay blanket licens

ing fee to the national performance rights society of

and principles of comity bar the Departments in

vestigation
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the country in which the music videos would be

broadcast although such videos could be broadcast

for free on networks in the United States The

Justice Department seeks to investigate whether these

performance rights societies have impeded ex

porters of music videos and original non-music pro

gramming traditional television programming

from entering foreign markets

Respondents claim that VPL and several other

performance rights societies in Europe have been re

structured so that they no longer hold the exclusive

rights to their members music and music videos and

that foreign record companies may now negotiate in

dividually with music programmers However be

cause respondents have refused to produce docu

ments related to their foreign conduct the Depart

ment asserts that it is unable to determine precisely

how the performance right societies have been re

structured.1
Indeed based upon an examination of

some documents related to the restructuring of VPL
the Department claims to have reason to believe that

the exclusivity may not have been terminated It ap

pears to be certain that access to the withheld docu

ments would enable the Department to investigate

the existence scope and likely permanence of such

restructurings the existence or likelihood of de facto

exclusivity and the possibility of continued collusion

through participation in such societies Petitioners

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Set Hearing

Date at

Second the Department seeks to investigate the

European performance rights society Phonographic

Performance Ltd PPL that collectively licenses

broadcasting rights to digital radio programmers and

digital radio programming joint ventures formed by

respondents The Department posits that these activit

ies may have raised the price of foreign and domestic

digital radio broadcasting rights and reduced United

States exports of digital radio programming

Third the Department also seeks to inquire into joint

ventures for programming services One such joint

venture formed to produce United States music

video channel has been terminated since the CIDs

were issued and respondents argue that any such in

vestigation into this venture therefore is moot

However the Department seeks to investigate also

whether respondents are likely to re-form similar

joint venture in the United States as has apparently

been reported in the music industry press and wheth

er respondents have agreed to provide exclusive li

censes for music videos to this venture in order to

boycott competitors such as MTV See ag Brett At

wood Majors Eye New Options for Vid ChanneL

THE BILLBOARD July 22 1995 The Department

also claims to be concerned that American program

mers may have been denied access to music videos in

an Asian venture formed by sonic of respondents

Fourth the Department seeks to investigate possible

antitrust violations in various worldwide license

agreements entered into by some of the respondents

that may have extracted higher than competitive fees

for such licenses from American programmers and it

has submitted to the Court one such worldwide

agreement See Exhibit lB to United States Reply in

Support of Petition to Enforce CIDs December 22
1994 filed under sea

II

General Legal Principles

Oklahoma Press Pub/Sung Co Walling 327 U.S

186 209 946 the seminal case on administrative

subpoenas held that in contrast to the showing of

probable cause required for issuance of search war

rant court may enforce an administrative subpoena

upon showing only that the investigation is author

ized by Congress is for purpose Congress can or

der and the documents sought are relevant to the in

quiry Oklahoma Pien concerned the authority of

the Administrator of the Wage and Hour Division of

the Department of Labor to issue subpoenas duces

tecum to secure evidence in an investigation of pos

sible violation of the Fair Labor Standards Act by

publishing company The company refused to com

ply but the Supreme Court held that Congress has

authorized the Administrator rather than the district

courts in the first instance to determine the question

of coverage in the preliminary investigation of pos

sibly existing violations Id at 214

Judge June Green of this Court previously held
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that there is little if any difference between the

standards that have been traditionally applied in sub

poena enforcement cases such as Oklahoma Press

and those that should be applied to CIDs under the

APCA Auctialia/Eastern USA Shipping Confer

ence United Stales 1982-i Tr Cas CCH
64721 at 74063 D.C.l98l The undersigned

agrees with this statement of the principle

Like this ease which involves an asserted exemption

under the Foreign Trade Antitrust Improvements Ad

for foreign conduct that has no substantial effect on

domestic commerce Australio/Easiern involved

Justice Department investigation into alleged antitrust

violations which had been given statutory ex

emption from the antitrust laws in some circuni

stances The court ruled that because it is possible

that factual development proceeding from the invest

igation will uncover non-exempt conduct the CfDs

should be enforced Id at 74063

The short of it is that barring patent lack ofjuris

diction courts have not upheld jurisdictional chal

lenges to CIDs Respondents rely essentially only on

an out-of-context snippet of the legislative history of

the ACPA The House Report on this statute indicates

that CID recipients may .. refuse to comply with

any CID if the Division has no jurisdiction to conduct

an investigation-which will be the case if the activit

ies at issue enjoy clear exemption for the antitrust

laws Fl.R Rep No 1343 94th Cong 2d Sess II

However the same House Report goes on to state

the Committee stresse that the scope of many an

titrust exemptions is not precisely clear In these

many cases the applicability of an asserted exemp
tion may well be central issue in the case If so the

mere assertion the exemption should not be al

lowed to halt the investigation Id at 30 So too

here it would be premature to halt the investigation

unless it is clear that the Antitrust Division has no

jurisdiction to investigate this conduct. This patently

is not the case

Respondents argue that the government must affirm

atively establish the basis for its subject matter juris

diction in order to conduct an investigation But this

would rewrite Oklahoma Press and the legislative

history of the ACPA both of which suggest that the

standard for enforcement of regulatory subpoenas is

the same as that applied to grand jury investigations

Oklahoma Press 327 U.S atjfi citing Blair

Pithed States 250 U.S 273 282 1119 Associated

Container Tran.cp AostrajJçjJ Ltd foiled Staler

705 F.2d 53 58 2d Cir.l9831 the House report ac

companying the 1976 amendments to the ACPA re

veals preference for the less stringent grand jury

subpoena standard The grand jury historically has

had the authority and jurisdiction to investigate the

facts in order to determine the question whether the

facts show case within Blair 250

U.S at 233 And as the Court of Appeals for the

Second Circuit has said the ACPAs legislative his

tory indicates that the Justice Department is to be giv

en wide latitude when issuing CIDs .. the un

mistakable
purpose of the ACPA was to facilitate the

Justice Departments efforts to obtain evidence during

the course of civil investigation Associated Cai

tamer 705 F.2d at 58

Although the Oklahoma Press doctrine does not

require the Department to establish its ultimate sub

ject matter jurisdiction at the outset of its investiga

tion respondents argue that the Department does not

have the authority to conduct an unlimited fishing ex

pedition This is clearly true However for the reas

ons cited supra this situation is far from that

The Court now tums to the one issue which respond

ents have expressly identified as possible exemp
tion under the antitrust laws respondents foreign

activities

III

Foreign Activities

Under the FTAIA conduct is exempt from the Sher

man Act if it does not have direct substantial and

reasonably foreseeable effect on United States com

merce 15 US.C _g Respondents argue that even

if one assumes the Departments assertions are true-

that the performance right societies operate as price-

fixing cartels-the Justice Department does not have

jurisdiction to investigate this conduct because re

spondents conduct abroad produces merely

ordinary export effects This argument is grounded
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in reference in the House Report on the FTAJA

price-fixing conspiracy directed solely to expor

ted products or services absent spillover effect on

the domestic marketplace would normally not have

the requisite effects on domestic or import conduct

HRRep No 686 97th Cong2d Sess 101982 Re

spondents argue that normally refers to the

ordinary effects of price-fixing and that accord

ingly the FTAIA confers jurisdiction over foreign

price-fixing only in the exceptional case when there

is spillover effect in domestic markets such as

was true with respect to the OPEC cartel

However neither the plain language of the FTAIA

which does not identify particular categories of ex

empted conduct nor its legislative history considered

in full supports respondents argument about the re

strictive scope of the FTAIA The purportedly dis

positive sentence about spillover effects appears in

section of the legislative history referring to the

standing of injured foreign buyers not injured l_J.S

exporters Moreover as the late Professor Areeda

formerly of counsel to respondent PolyGrani Hold

ing Inc in this matter noted in his treatise

this conclusion normally excludes from the

U.S antitrust laws all ordinary export effects is

not absolutely certain for the paragraph containing

the normally quote is followed immediately by

If such solely export-oriented conduct affects export

commerce of another person doing business in the

United States is preserved insofar as

there is injury to that person Thus domestic export

er is assured remedy under our antitrust laws for in

jury caused by competing United States exporter

But foreign firm whose non-domestic operations

were injured .. would have no remedy under

our antitrust laws

Areeda Hovenkamp An/itt us Law 236 at 337

1996 supp quoting H.R Rep No 686 97th Cong
2d Sess at 10-111982

In short it is clear that respondents are not exempt

from the Sherman Act if their export-oriented con

duct had the direct effect of injuring competing U.S

exporters This is the question that the Justice Depart

ment is in the midst of investigating Did foreign

price-fixing affect access to music videos and

prerecorded music and if so did such price-fixing in

jure American exporters such as Country Music

Television which provide music programming ser

vices abroad by beaming their signal unchanged from

the United States to foreign countries

This case is unlike Eurim-Pharn 7nthl-l

Inc 593 F.Supp 1102 fS.D.N.Y.l984 where the

district court dismissed complaint for failing to al

lege any effect on U..S trade or commerce The

plaintiff in Pfizer argued that defendants activities

had spillover effect on domestic commerce but

the plaintiff could not allege any facts causally link

ing price increase in the United States with the de

fendants foreign conduct Here as outlined above

the Justice Department has identified several possible

effects on United States commerce from respondents

foreign activities by fixing prices and thereby in

creasing the price for music videos abroad the copy

right societies collective licensing scheme may have

delayed or deterred American exporters from enter

ing foreign markets these copyright societies may

have limited exports of non-music traditional televi

sion programming such as Beavis and Butthead
and respondents may have extracted higher than

competitive fees for world-wide licenses The De
partments conclusions are of course speculative at

this stage because respondents have precluded them

from examining documents related to these activities

The point of the CIDs is to determine whether the

facts support the governments theory

Even if this Court were to agree with respondents that

the ordinary effects of foreign price-fixing are ex

empt from the Sherman Act the FTAIA would still

confer jurisdiction for boycott activity that excludes

other United States export See Areeda Hoven

kamp Anti/rut Law
11 236 at 338 The Department

alleges that these performance-rights societies en

gaged in boycott activity by collectively refusing to

deal except through common agent and collectively

refusing to grant world-wide licenses See Zenith ffg

din Hazefline Research Inc 395 U.S lQQ

jj1G969 conspiring to deny licenses to foreign in

tellectual property rights is
group boycott Further

respondents allegedly formed downstream program

ming services in Europe and Asia to which they may

have agreed to grant exclusive music video rights-a
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group boycott that may violate the antitrust laws. See

Ltited States v. Colrwrhia Pictures indusines Inc.

507 F.Supp. 412. 428.JS.D.N.Y.l 980 Finally al

though the Court recognizes that not every price-fix

is boycott Hartford Fire Ins Co v. Galifot ala 509

US. 794 800-811 1993 opinion of Scalia J. the

fact that boycott activity implements price-fixing

arrangement does not preclude jurisdiction over such

activity. See EJL. r. Superior CgjwtJ.dallawrers

Ass 493 U.S. 411.423 j99Q.

Interwoven with respondents jurisdictional argu

ments is the claim that compliance with the CIDs

would be burdensome. question is whether the

demand is unduly burdensome or unreasonably

broad. F.T.C. Texaco. Inc.. 555 F.2d 862. 88

fD.C.Cir. emphasis in original cen denied 4jj.

U.S. 974 1977. The burden demonstrating that

the CIDs are unreasonable is on the subpoenaed

party United Stales Powell 379 U.S. 48r_8

1964. Respondents have not met this standard for

showing undue burden or unreasonable breadth As

to subsequent more specific objections to bur

densomeness and ambiguity the Court encourages

the parties to attempt to resolve such objections

through negotiation

IV

Conzity

Finally it is premature to consider the issue of inter

national comity at this stage of the investigation See

Associated outainer 705 F.2d at 61 declining to

halt investigation under act of state doctrine where

lustice Department had met Oklahotna Press stand

ard of demonstrating reasonable basis to believe that

requested information was relevant to legitimate an

titrust investigation. The Executive Branch of which

the Justice Department is part is charged with de

termining whether the importance of antitrust en

forcement outweighs any relevant foreign policy con

cerns It is not the Courts role to second-guess the

executive branchs judgment as to the proper role of

comity concerns under these circumstances. United

htqtes Baker Ilueltes inc. 731 F.Supp. 3. 6j
tD.D.C.1990 afJd 90XF.2d 981 D.C.Cir.l99Q. To

that end the Court defers to the executive branchs

USLW 2550 1997-1 Trade Cases P71702

judgment as to comity and declines to halt an on

going investigation

The decision that the Oklahoma Press doctrine and

the FTAIA do not bar enforcement of the challenged

CIDs merely means that the investigation may go for

ward. The Court in no way indicates how it or any

other court would rule on the merits after the invest

igation is completed in the event that the Justice De

partment decides to charge respondents with antitrust

violations

The petition to enforce the civil investigative de

mands will be granted.

ORDER

For the reasons stated in the opinion issued on this

same date it is

ORDERED that the petition of the United States to

enforce the civil investigative demands issued by the

Department of Justice is GRANTED.

FIlL Prerccorded music consists records

tapes and compact discs.

ENZ.. Of course the Court is likewise unable

to do so.

E1ft Since the Justice Department issued

the CIDs at issue Congress enacted com

pulsory digital radio licensing system pursu

ant to which in the absence of an agreement

between licensor and licensee domestic li

censes are set by arbitration Digital Per

fbrmance Right in Sound Recordings Act of

1995 codified at 17 U.S.C. 115. Accord

ingly the Court is requiring that the ClDs

shall be modified to preclude investigation

into any effects occurring after the effective

date of this Act of the digital radio perform

ance rights society on the price of domestic

digital radio broadcasting rights. However

for the reasons outlined infra the Justice

Department may investigate the effect of the

digital radio-related activities on U.S. ex

ports of digital radio programming
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